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“What you hear from the people of the parish and what you
can see with your own eyes is how fortunate we are to live
here. With our surrounding local towns expanding by the day
we have a responsibility to preserve the best of what we have
whilst meeting the needs of current and future generations.”
John Charlesworth, Brereton resident and Neighbourhood Plan team
member.
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About This Document
Brereton Neighbourhood Plan
In January 2013 Brereton Parish Council began to develop the Neighbourhood Plan with the
aim of shaping the vision for Brereton Parish until 2030. In consultations over the last two
years the whole community has helped to develop the Plan. You have told us what changes
you would like to see within the Parish and how we can enhance and preserve the things
]SYZEPYIQSWX8LMW4PERERHMXWTVSTSWIHTSPMGIWVI¾IGXWXLIWIGSQQYRMX]EWTMVEXMSRWERH
ZMI[WERH[MPPWMKRM½GERXP]MR¾YIRGIJYXYVITPERRMRKHIGMWMSRWJSVRI[HIZIPSTQIRXW[MXLMR
the Parish.
Reference to Supporting Documents is widely used throughout the Plan. These references,
for example (ref. SD/B01), relate to the table of Supporting Documents listed in Appendix B.
The Plan has been prepared by Brereton Parish Council, the qualifying body responsible for
creating the Neighbourhood Plan.
The Plan period is from 1st April 2010 until 31st March 2030.
The Plan period is derived to align with the emerging Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy.
Supporting evidence with regard to local housing needs as well as Cheshire East Council
extant planning permissions are incorporated to align with the Plan period.
Once the Plan has been made, following a favourable local referendum, the Brereton
Neighbourhood Plan will form part of the development plan for the area and become,
with Cheshire East Council’s Local Plan, the starting point for deciding where development
should take place and the type and quality of that development.

Contacting Brereton Parish Council
The Clerk to Brereton Parish Council
1, Ironbridge Drive
Holmes Chapel
Cheshire
CW4 7DD
telephone: 07748 537338
email: clerk@breretonparishcouncil.org.uk
web: www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk
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1 Introduction
What is the Brereton Neighbourhood Plan?
A Neighbourhood Plan is a new way that people can engage with each other to create a vision of the community
EW MX GSYPH IZSPZI SZIV XLI RI\X ½JXIIR ]IEVW ERH XS GVIEXI E TPER EFSYX LS[ XLMW GER FI VIEPMWIH8LMW MW
of particular importance for Brereton given the scale of growth and development proposed in Congleton,
Sandbach and Holmes Chapel by Cheshire East Council in the Submission version of the Local Plan.The Brereton
Neighbourhood Plan is a community-led framework for guiding the future development and conservation of
our rural parish until 2030. It draws upon the views of the stakeholders in the community to create a vision for
improving the area. It contains objectives and policies designed to bring that vision about over the plan period.

Places are either growing or declining, nothing stays
the same but a good Neighbourhood Plan will let
you manage growth on your terms.

The National Planning Policy Framework (ref. SD/A06) provides a structure within which local people and their
EGGSYRXEFPIGSYRGMPWTVSHYGIXLIMVS[RHMWXMRGXMZIPSGEPERHRIMKLFSYVLSSHTPERW[LMGLVI¾IGXXLIRIIHWERH
priorities of their communities. A core principle is that development is genuinely plan-led, empowering local
people to shape their surroundings, with succinct local and neighbourhood plans setting out a positive vision for
the future of the area. Upon successful completion of the planning process, the policies of our Neighbourhood
Plan will have full legal status, forming an integral part of the statutory development process for Cheshire East
Council. At that stage, future planning applications will be determined in accordance with these policies.

The Role of Brereton Parish Council
Brereton Parish Council is the ‘qualifying body’ for producing the Neighbourhood Plan. That is to say, it has the
powers to initiate the process and produce the Pre-Submission Plan for consultation with stakeholders before
Submission to the local planning authority, Cheshire East Council.
Brereton is a rural, mainly agricultural area comprising largely of open countryside and a number of dispersed
settlements. The Parish Council believes that a relatively small and appropriate amount of development will
enhance and improve the future sustainability of the parish. The Parish Council believes that without strong
planning policies any future developments run the risk of being unsuitable, unsustainable and potentially
damaging to the parish over the long term. The Parish Council strongly believes that a Neighbourhood Plan
will address concerns surrounding future development. This Neighbourhood Plan supplements Cheshire East
Council’s planning policies, and sets out our community’s vision on development and use of land in the parish.
8LMWMRGPYHIWWIXXMRKWTIGM½GTSPMGMIW[LMGL[MPPHMVIGXHIZIPSTQIRX[MXLMR&VIVIXSR

SDC55: Brereton Parish is located in the central belt of Cheshire East.
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1 Introduction
The Process
After determining the desire within the parish to embark upon a plan for the future, the Parish Council
established a Project Team with terms of reference to develop the Neighbourhood Plan. The Project Team
comprises a Governance Board with membership from 3 Parish Councillors and 1 co-opted resident, assisted
by a workgroup of residents who volunteered to help in developing the Plan. Settlements from across the
parish were represented within the Project Team with 3 members from Brereton Heath, 2 from Brereton
Green, 2 from Sandlow Green, 1 from Brereton Park, 1 from Hazelshawe, and 1 from Illidge Green. Guest
members from neighbouring parishes were invited to attend from time to time. The Project Team consulted
with residents and businesses at various stages throughout the project to seek their views and to keep them
fully informed. Where planning technical expertise has been necessary the Project Team utilised planning
GSRWYPXERXW XS EHZMWI SR WTIGM½G MWWYIW XS IRWYVI E VSFYWX IZMHIRGI FEWI JSV XLI TVSTSWIH TSPMGMIW ERH
compliance with the National and Local Planning Policy context.

Key milestones achieved during the development of the Neighbourhood Plan
are:
• Residents surveyed to check on desire to develop a Neighbourhood Plan

October 2012

• Parish Council agrees to establish a Neighbourhood Plan Project Team

January 2013

• Project Team meet to commence communication on Neighbourhood Plan

January 2013

• Regulation 15 Submission completed

July 2015

• Residents/business surveyed to capture opinions and issues

March/April 2013

• Regulation 16 Submission Consultation completed

September 2015

• Cheshire East Council designate Brereton Neighbourhood Area

July 2013

• Regulation 17 Examination completed

December 2015

• Resident feedback captured on our Vision and Objectives

July 2013

• Regulation 18 Plan Proposal decision completed

January 2016

• Residents surveyed on Rural Housing Needs

August 2013

• Residents consulted on draft Objectives and Policy Proposals

February 2014

• Landscape Character Assessment completed

November 2014

• Housing Needs Advice Report completed

December 2014

• Housing Needs Supply Evidence Report completed

February 2015

• Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Consultation completed

May 2015
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2 Our Neighbourhood Area
“We must not lose the character of this lovely area.”
Resident feedback during ‘Have Your Say’, March 2013 (ref. SD/C04)

Brereton Parish lies at the eastern edge of the Cheshire Plain, at the centre of Cheshire East. It is a relatively large rural parish with a population of 1190 and with 470 dwellings (ref SD/C14) of which over half
are detached houses. The rural nature of the parish is emphasised as it lies between the adjacent urban areas of Congleton, Sandbach and Holmes Chapel. It enjoys excellent transport links beyond the parish
being close to the M6, A50, A54, A34, West Coast Main Line and Manchester Airport.
8LIPERHWGETISJXLITEVMWLLEWGLERKIHPMXXPISZIVXMQIVIQEMRMRKETEXGL[SVOSJKVIIR½IPHWERHLIHKIW[MXLEWGEXXIVMRKSJJEVQWERHWQEPPWIXXPIQIRXW8LIVIEVIRYQIVSYWWQEPP[SSHWERHGSZIVXWERH
the River Croco meanders through the centre of the area and the SSSI of the Dane Valley borders it to the north. The principal settlements are Brereton Green and Brereton Heath. Brereton Green is the
traditional hub of the parish with St. Oswald’s Church, Primary School and The Bears Head inn. The smaller parish settlements which include Bagmere, Brereton Park, Brindley Green, Brownedge, Davenport,
Dunkirk, Hazelshawe, Illidge Green, Mill Lane, Medhurst Green, Moss End, Sandlow Green and Smethwick Green are dispersed in nature and retain an individual character. There has been recent development
activity in the Brereton Heath area with the construction of several small estates of executive homes.
The principal economic activity within the parish remains agricultural, primarily dairy farming; however the majority of the inhabitants are no longer so employed.With the consolidation of farms into fewer larger
YRMXWQER]VIHYRHERXEKVMGYPXYVEPFYMPHMRKWLEZIFIIRGSRZIVXIHXSLSYWMRKSVSXLIVFYWMRIWWYWI%WQEPPFYXWMKRM½GERXEVIEMWRS[YWIHJSVIUYMRIYWI3JXLIIGSRSQMGEPP]EGXMZIVIWMHIRXW VIJ7(' 
most work outside the parish. The community has a higher percentage of professional and managerial occupations than other areas of Cheshire East. There is a slightly higher percentage of retired residents.
8LIEXXVEGXMZIGSYRXV]WMHIXLVSYKLSYXXLITEVMWLTVSZMHIWKSSHSTTSVXYRMXMIWXSTEVXMGMTEXIMRSYXHSSVPIMWYVITYVWYMXWWYGLEWLSVWIVMHMRKG]GPMRK[EPOMRKSVMIRXIIVMRKGERSIMRKERH½WLMRKXSREQIEJI[
These are enjoyed by local residents as well as by visitors from a wider catchment area. Important conservation sites at Bagmere and Brereton Heath Local Nature Reserve not only provide a wealth of local
interest, but they are also of interest at a European, National, and Regional level. The eastern backdrop of the Peak District offers attractive views throughout the parish. Brereton has an important history and
LIVMXEKI[LMGLMWVIGSKRMWIHMRXLIZEVMIX]ERHX]TISJ0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWXLVSYKLSYXXLITEVMWL8LI+VEHIPMWXIH&VIVIXSR,EPPERHEHNEGIRX7X3W[EPH´W'LYVGLEVIFYMPHMRKWSJLMWXSVMGEPWMKRM½GERGI
8LIHI½RMRKGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWSJXLITEVMWLMHIRXM½IHERHZEPYIHF]XLIVIWMHIRXWHYVMRKXLI³,EZI=SYV7E]´GSRWYPXEXMSR1EVGL VIJ7(' EVIXLIWIRWISJWTEGIERHTIEGIERHMXMWXLMWXLEXXLI]ZEPYIQSWX
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2 Our Neighbourhood Area

SDC57: Brereton in the context of its neighbouring Service Centres.
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3 National And Local Planning Context
“Sustainable development is about enabling growth to cater
for the needs of current generations, but ensuring that
growth doesn’t mean worse lives for future generations”
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

The Neighbourhood Plan must meet each of the basic conditions as set out in the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (ref. SD/A02) and applied to neighbourhood plans by more recent legislation and guidance.
These conditions say that the Neighbourhood Plan must:
•

not breach and must be compatible with EU obligations

•

have regard to UK national polices and advice issued by the Secretary of State. This includes the
National Planning Policy Framework (ref. SD/A06) and National Planning Practice Guidance
(ref. SD/A07)

•

be in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the development plan for the area
i.e. local planning policy

•

contribute to the achievement of sustainable development.

Local Planning Policy
The Cheshire East Local Plan (ref. SD/B01) which will be the new Development Plan for
Cheshire East and which will be the basis for determining planning applications is currently
being prepared and will guide development up to 2030.
Prior to the adoption of the new Local Plan, the Saved Policies from Congleton Borough
Local Plan First Review (ref. SD/B07), Cheshire Waste Plan (SD/B16) and Cheshire Minerals
Plan (ref. SD/B17) will continue to be used for the Brereton area. Where appropriate, the
Neighbourhood Plan refers to relevant Saved Policies proposed to be retained.
Cheshire East Council submitted its Local Plan Strategy to the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government on 20th May 2014 and it is currently undergoing
independent examination. The examination is currently suspended as the Borough Council
YRHIVXEOIW JYVXLIV [SVO JSPPS[MRK XLI ½VWX VSYRH SJ I\EQMREXMSR LIEVMRKW LIPH MR%YXYQR
2014 and the Planning Inspector’s written comments (ref. SD/B14) arising from those hearings.
The Local Plan Strategy (ref. SD/B01) sets out the Cheshire East Council’s case for sustainable
economic growth and is the strategy that the Cheshire East Council wants to adopt to manage
development in Cheshire East up to 2030.
The new Local Plan will cover a range of matters including the number of new homes that
are needed and where they should be located; the amount and location of new employment
land; the protection and improvement of important open areas and provision of new ones; the
provision of new infrastructure and improvement of town centres and community facilities in
Cheshire East.

8LVSYKLSYXXLITVITEVEXMSRSJXLI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERXLIWIFEWMGGSRHMXMSRWLEZIFIIROITX½VQP]MRQMRH

National Planning Policy
The NPPF sets out guidance for development planning. Key considerations are the presumption in favour of
sustainable development in paragraph 14 and the section on Neighbourhood Plans in paragraphs 183 to 185.
The National Planning Practice Guidance Internet based resource has a section on Neighbourhood Planning
which gives advice and guidance on the key stages, content and process of Neighbourhood Planning.

Given the requirement for the Neighbourhood Plan to be in general conformity with the Local
Plan and not to promote less development than the Local Plan or undermine its strategic
policies, it is prudent to have regard to the emerging Local Plan in respect of the amount of
housing and the status of Brereton Parish in the housing hierarchy.
However, until examination of the Local Plan has been completed and it has been adopted, it
is possible that these elements of the Local Plan could change and this has been taken into
account in this Neighbourhood Plan.

The Taylor report (ref. SD/A08) was commissioned by Government and reported in 2008 regarding the
TPERRMRK ERH VIPEXIH MWWYIW JEGMRK VYVEP EVIEW8LI VITSVX WSYKLX E QSVI ¾I\MFPI ETTVSEGL JSV TPERRMRK
including for example that all forms of business can be appropriate in the countryside. The Taylor report also
recommended the removal of planning rules and practices that encourage small businesses to move out of
the countryside into urban areas as soon as they start to grow. Many of the recommendations have informed
national planning guidance for the countryside over recent years.
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3 National And Local Planning Context
Neighbourhood Plan Policies
8LITSPMGMIWMRXLI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERLEZIFIIRTVITEVIHXSVI¾IGXXLIRIIHWEWTMVEXMSRWERHVIUYMVIQIRXW
of the Brereton community and its visitors.
An initial gap analysis was undertaken between existing planning policies for the Brereton area and community
aspirations for the future development of the parish to 2030.This analysis took into account:
•

The National Planning Policy Framework (ref. SD/A06) and emerging National Planning Practice
Guidance (ref. SD/A07)

•

The existing Saved Policies from the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review (ref. SD/B07)

•

Cheshire East Local Plan (ref. SD/B01) emerging policy and evidence base

•

Aspects of current Supplementary Planning Guidance (ref. SD/B25) which required some form of
local interpretation

•

Newly emerging areas of local concern to the community of Brereton in its engagement with the
neighbourhood planning process

•

Discussion about policy issues in the Neighbourhood Plan group which included an independent
Chartered Town Planner.

-X[EWETTEVIRXXLEXERYQFIVSJRIMKLFSYVLSSHWTIGM½GHIZIPSTQIRXTSPMGMIW[SYPHFIVIUYMVIH'SRWYPXEXMSR
ERHJYVXLIVEREP]WMW[EWYRHIVXEOIRMRGPYHMRKI\XIVREPTPERRMRKGSRWYPXERG]XSGSR½VQ[LMGLTSPMG]EVIEW
needed to be covered and had the requisite supporting evidence base to justify their inclusion in the Plan
and bring a local Brereton dimension. If a national planning policy, saved or emerging Local Plan policy was
considered adequate and relevant it was not duplicated.

Development of the Neighbourhood Plan policies has been an iterative process. Policies
EVI NYWXM½IH F] E GSQFMREXMSR SJ KET EREP]WMW IZMHIRGIFEWI[SVO PSGEP GSRWYPXEXMSR ERH
consultation with the Local Planning Authority and other stakeholders including adjoining
parish and town councils. The reason for the inclusion of policies is detailed in the Appendix
%  4SPMG] )ZMHIRGI [MXL NYWXM½GEXMSR ERH IZMHIRGI JSV IEGL TSPMG] MRGPYHMRK XLI WSYVGIW
from which they were drawn. It is considered that these policies are consistent with national
planning and environmental policies, with the Saved Policies of the Congleton Borough
Local Plan First Review and with the Submission version of the Cheshire East Local Plan.
The Neighbourhood Plan policies aim to provide a local dimension to decision making in
Brereton with the provision of appropriate guidance being provided to ensure the character
and environment of this rural area are taken into account. In this way, it is envisaged the area
can continue to be a thriving, working and living community.
Proposed changes to Cheshire East Local Plan by Cheshire East Council, July 2015 (ref. SD/
B27)
Cheshire East Council is considering its response to the Planning Inspectors Interim views
SR XLI 0SGEP 4PER 7XVEXIK] 4VSTSWIH QSHM½GEXMSRW ERH EHHMXMSREP WYTTSVXMRK IZMHIRGI
have been published on 13th July 2015. A Cheshire East Council Cabinet Meeting on 21st
July 2015 will consider the proposed changes, which are scheduled to be submitted to the
Inspector by the end of July with the request that the examination into the Local Plan should
re-convene in Autumn 2015.
The Parish Council commissioned a Chartered Town Planner to review the changes
proposed to the Local Plan policies as they may affect the Submission version of the
Brereton Neighbourhood Plan. The Proposed Changes to the Local Plan Strategy: Brereton
NP Submission Impact Statement report (ref. SD/74) concludes that no changes are required
to the policies of the Plan.

Some policy areas such as housing, local environment and landscape, required evidence gathering. A number
of reports were prepared, some by external sources, to support the policy development work and to justify
the approach taken.
Publication of the Submission version of the Cheshire East Local Plan in May 2014 required a major review
of the Brereton emerging policies. A further gap analysis was undertaken to assess the impact of this, more
advanced, emerging Local Plan.The timing for the Neighbourhood Plan was fortuitous; not only did the Local
4PERRS[LEZIEJYPPPMWXSJTVSTSWIHTSPMGMIW[MXLWYTTSVXMRKIZMHIRGIFYXMXEPWSTVSZMHIH½REPHIXEMPWSJ
the proposed Saved Policies from the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review which could be taken into
account in the neighbourhood planning policies. Final drafting was then commenced including consultation
with Cheshire East Council on the more strategic components of emerging policy areas.
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4 Community Engagement
Effective community engagement and a robust evidence
base are the pillars on which a good Neighbourhood Plan
will be built.

The Neighbourhood Plan has been developed on behalf of the Parish Council by a Project Team comprising
a Governance Board with membership from Parish Councillors and a co-opted resident, assisted by a
workgroup of residents who volunteered to help in the process. The Project Team has engaged with the
community, residents, businesses and neighbouring parishes at various stages throughout the project to seek
their views and keep them fully informed. Surveys, public meetings, booths at Brereton Rose Queen Garden
4EVXMIW ERH 0SGEP 2EXYVI 6IWIVZI EW [IPP EW FYWMRIWW FVIEOJEWX FVMI½RKW [IVI YWIH XS MRJSVQ XLI PSGEP
community and gather opinions and data. Regular progress updates were provided through the Community
Newsletter which is delivered to every household in the parish as well as some immediately adjoining
neighbouring parish households. The newsletters and a project blog were available on the Parish Council
website pages at www.MyBrereton.com. The local press, Sandbach Chronicle and Congleton Chronicle, was
used to publicise events and progress.
A proactive approach to consultation with the local community has been a cornerstone of our planning
process.

Community Support to Develop a Neighbourhood Plan
In October 2012 all households in Brereton Parish were surveyed to ascertain support for a Neighbourhood Plan. The survey results (ref. SD/C02) determined that 31% of households, representing 36% of residents responded to the survey. 71% were in favour of having a neighbourhood plan and 72% wanted Brereton to remain rural. As a result, in January 2013 the Parish Council passed resolutions to proceed with the
project, and approved the documents to initiate Brereton’s Neighbourhood Area designation request to
Cheshire East Council.

‘Have Your Say’ - What Are the Key Issues?
-R1EVGLEGSRWYPXEXMSRIZIRX[EWLIPHXS½RHSYX[LEX&VIVIXSRVIWMHIRXWERHPSGEP
businesses felt about living and working in the parish and what they saw as future needs.
Information was made freely available, attendees were offered a survey questionnaire for
completion and invited to make freehand comments on post-it notes.
Over 100 people attended the event of which 92 completed the survey. A business orientated
questionnaire was posted to local businesses (99 in total) with a pre-paid envelope for return of
completed forms. Questionnaires were issued to all parents of children attending the Primary
School and Playgroup. Leaders of the local Youth Forum created an innovative game to capture
input from young people of the parish. Visitors to the Local Nature Reserve on one Sunday
in April 2013 were invited to respond to questionnaires. Using the resulting data report (ref.
SD/C06) from the survey (116 returns in total) and freehand comments the Project Team
was able to produce a vision statement and identify and prioritise six key objectives for the
Neighbourhood Plan.
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4 Community Engagement
Feedback on Vision & Objectives

Feedback on Proposed Policy Areas

In July 2013 the Visions and Objectives statement (ref. SD/C08) was displayed at the Brereton Rose Queen
Garden Party, attended by many residents, families, friends and other visitors. Members of the project team
were available to explain the project and how we had arrived at the statement. People were invited to
complete feedback forms. There were 60 respondents, all of whom agreed with the statement.

The Project Team reviewed the six objectives from the Vision and Objectives statement,
together with all available information, including results from previous consultations. It was
agreed to combine the objective about cycle ways and footpaths with the objective about
protecting green space.
8LISFNIGXMZIW[IVIXLIRTVMSVMXMWIHMRXSSVHIVXSVI¾IGXXLIMVHIKVIISJMQTSVXERGI8LIWI
½ZIVIZMWIH3FNIGXMZIWXLIRJSVQIHXLILIEVXSJXLITPERERHJVSQXLIQXLI2IMKLFSYVLSSH
Plan proposed policy areas were drafted.
A survey was developed (ref. SD/C11) and hand delivered to all parish households during
February 2014 with a request for comments on the proposals. In addition, a ‘drop-in’ event was
held where members of the Project Team were available to inform and answer questions. Maps
and other relevant information were available at the venue. 25% of households completed the
consultation and data was compiled into a report (ref. SD/C12). The proposals received very
strong support across all 5 Objectives with 83% of responses in the ‘agree’ to ‘strongly agree’
VERKI%RYQFIVSJTVSTSWEPWEPXLSYKLSJMQTSVXERGIXSXLIGSQQYRMX]LEHFIIRMHIRXM½IH
as being outside the scope of the neighbourhood plan and these were indicated as such in the
survey material.

Capturing Rural Housing Needs
In August 2013 a Rural Housing Needs Survey (ref. SD/C09) was sent out to all residential households in
&VIVIXSR4EVMWLXSEWWIWWXLIEJJSVHEFPILSYWMRKRIIHW[MXLMRXLITEVMWLSZIVXLIRI\X½ZI]IEVWWYVZI]W
were sent out and 189 returned, giving an overall response rate of 39%. Results from the survey indicated an
EJJSVHEFPILSYWMRKRIIHSJLSYWILSPHWSZIVXLIRI\X½ZI]IEVW

P57: Publicity for the Proposed Options consultation.
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4 Community Engagement
Regulation 14 Consultation
The Pre-Submission consultation started on 10th April 2015 and closed on 22nd May after the statutory 6-week period. The full report of the consultation is documented in detail in the Consultation Statement (SD/C71).
-RWYQQEV]RSXM½GEXMSRSJXLIGSRWYPXEXMSR[EWKMZIRZMEIQEMPXSERI\XIRWMZIKVSYTSJWXEXYXSV]GSRWYPXIIW  ERHSXLIVTSXIRXMEPP]MRXIVIWXIHTEVXMIWMRGPYHMRKXLI'LIWLMVI)EWX,SYWMRK1EVOIX4EVXRIVWLMTEWEHZMWIH
F]'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMP-REHHMXMSRPSGEPVIWMHIRXWERHPSGEPFYWMRIWWIW[IVIEHZMWIHF]LERHHIPMZIV]XSIZIV]LSYWILSPHERHFYWMRIWWSJERTEKIWYQQEV]SJXLI4PERERHRSXM½GEXMSRERHVITVIWIRXEXMSRJSVQW%R
active publicity campaign was implemented that included local newspaper articles, public notices in the local press, local newsletters, posters, banners, and through social media on Facebook and Twitter. Printed copies of the
4PERXLI2SXM½GEXMSRERH6IWTSRWIJSVQW[IVIEGGIWWMFPIEXRIEVF]TYFPMGPMFVEVMIW'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMP,5ERHEXWIPIGXIHPSGEXMSRW[MXLMRXLI4EVMWL8[STYFPMGHVSTMRIZIRXW[IVILSWXIHF]XLITVSNIGXXIEQ
at the local Primary School to allow the public to review the Plan and to ask questions.
At the close of the consultation period, 82 valid representations had been received, with a total of 417 comments expressed. Of the 417 recorded comments, 300 were from local Brereton residents, of which 289 expressed
support for the plan and its policies. There were no objections received from Brereton residents. Statutory Councils, including Cheshire East, expressed support for the plan. Of the 417 comments, only 13 expressed
objection to part of the plan or its policies.
After a detailed analysis of all comments received, 20 comments were found to provide constructive positive suggestions aimed at improving the quality and integrity of the Plan. The resulting changes from these comments
were approved by the Parish Council and incorporated into the Submission version.
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5 Vision & Objectives
“By 2030 Brereton will be a vibrant, predominantly rural community
encouraging prosperity for residents and local businesses alike.
Local agriculture will remain a valued feature of local life. It will
support high-quality development to meet local needs in keeping
with the character of the area. It will provide outdoor recreation and
RSHQVSDFHWREHQH¼WSHRSOHLQRXURZQDQGQHLJKERXULQJDUHDV
It will be a Green Gap, separating and balancing the continuing
development of surrounding towns and villages. It will be a place
where local people can live, work, play, and enjoy a high quality of
life.”

Vision
The Vision is an aspirational statement, providing a foundation for all other content of the
Neighbourhood Plan. It declares a view of and direction for the area, to guide the Plan’s
development and implementation.

Objectives
8LI3FNIGXMZIWEVIWTIGM½GXEVKIXWXSFIEGLMIZIHHYVMRKXLIMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJXLI4PER
The Objectives for our Neighbourhood Plan are to:
1.

Deliver a sensitive housing strategy tailored to Brereton’s needs, protecting the
landscape and in keeping with the distinctive character of the area

2.

Provide and improve local facilities to meet local demand

3.

Strengthen and support local economic activity

4.

Protect green space, the environment and the landscape, support nature conservation
and encourage responsible rural recreation, rural tourism and sustainable modes of
transport

5.

Seek ongoing improvements to transport, digital connectivity and utility services
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6 Planning Policies
3YVRIMKLFSYVLSSHTPERRMRKTVSGIWWMHIRXM½IH½ZIOI]TSPMG]EVIEWJSVXLI4PERXSEHHVIWW)EGLEVIESJ4SPMG]
MWHI½RIHXSMQTPIQIRXSRISJXLI½ZI3FNIGXMZIWERHXSXEOIMRXSEGGSYRXXLIGSQQYRMX]VIWTSRWIWVIGIMZIH
to the policy proposals during consultation. These are:

The Neighbourhood Plan promotes change that will
EHRIORQJWHUPEHQH¼WIRUWKHZKROHFRPPXQLW\

Housing Development (HOU)

Community Facilities (COM)

Business and Economic Activity (BUS)

Protect the Rural Environment (ENV)

Transport and Infrastructure (TRA)
Each of these policy areas has been given a three letter policy code to readily identify each policy area within
the Plan.
8LIHIXEMPIHNYWXM½GEXMSRERHIZMHIRGIYRHIVP]MRKXLITSPMGMIWGERFIJSYRHMR%TTIRHM\%
In consideration of the Planning Policies account has been taken of the need to contribute to all three dimensions
of sustainable development: social, economic and environmental.
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6.1 Housing Development

Objective
Deliver a sensitive housing strategy tailored to Brereton’s needs, protecting the landscape and in keeping
with the distinctive character of the area.
There is a need for housing development in Brereton Parish to meet the needs of population growth; the reduction in average household size;
the housing needs of all of the people of Brereton including the young, the elderly and those on low incomes.
However, there is the right of the people who live in Brereton Parish to continue to enjoy the distinctive local surroundings and the valuable
rural aspects of our area. There are also the rights of the people from surrounding areas who visit Brereton Parish for its recreational
VIWSYVGIWERHXSIRNS]XLIMRXVMRWMGFIEYX]SJXLI&VIVIXSRGSYRXV]WMHI-REHHMXMSR&VIVIXSR4EVMWLMWEWMKRM½GERXTVSHYGIVSJJSSHJSVXLI
nation, especially dairy products.
The policies on housing development seek to balance the aspects of social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development
in order to have the necessary housing development and to keep the parish vibrant and economically successful. At the same time the policies
seek to retain the rural nature of the area, its intrinsic beauty and distinctive character, its recreational resources and its food production.
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6.1 Housing Development
POLICY HOU01 SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY

POLICY HOU03 REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING DWELLING

 &VIVIXSR,IEXLERH&VIVIXSR+VIIREVIMHIRXM½IHEWWIXXPIQIRXWP]MRK[MXLMRXLISTIRGSYRXV]WMHI
ERHEVIMHIRXM½IHF]EWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEV]SRXLIMRWIXQETW[MXLMR%TTIRHM\'SJXLI4PER OI]
map C20a and key map C20b).

1. Proposals to rebuild or replace an existing dwelling will be allowed providing the following criteria
EVIWEXMW½IH
a)

 ;MXLMRXLIWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEV]SJXLIWIXXPIQIRXWWSHI½RIHRI[LSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXQE]FI
permitted where it is appropriate to the character of the area and accords with other policies of
the Plan and the Cheshire East Local Plan.
 -R EPP SXLIV EVIEW SJ XLI 4EVMWL RSX HI½RIH EW P]MRK [MXLMR XLIWI WIXXPIQIRX FSYRHEVMIW RS
development will be permitted other than in accordance with the policies in this Plan and the
Cheshire East Local Plan.

b)

c)

d)

4. The settlement boundary of Brereton Heath lies less than 700m from Bagmere SSSI (Midlands
Meres and Mosses Phase 1 Ramsar) and that settlement is within the water catchment for the
site. Listed or proposed Wetlands of International Importance under the Ramsar Convention
(Ramsar) sites are protected as a matter of Government policy. Paragraph 118 of the NPPF applies
the same protection measures as those in place for European sites. Any development proposals
in Brereton Heath will require adequate hydrological surveys and any necessary avoidance or
mitigation measures as these areas are particularly sensitive to hydrological changes.

e)

The new dwelling would be sited within the existing curtilage and its design would create a
visual enhancement of the site
The new dwelling by virtue of its siting, design, external appearance and any access
arrangements would respect the traditional character and openness of the surrounding
countryside
Existing landscape features are retained and appropriate additional landscaping
GEVVMIHSYX[LMGLVI¾IGXWXLIGLEVEGXIVERHETTIEVERGISJXLI
surrounding countryside
Any additional freestanding buildings should not have an adverse impact upon the
character and appearance of the surrounding countryside
The new dwellings should respect the privacy and other existing amenities of any adjacent
dwellings.

POLICY HOU02 EXCEPTIONS TO NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
1. &I]SRHXLIWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEVMIWMHIRXM½IHMRXLMW4PERXLIJSPPS[MRKX]TIWSJLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRX
may be considered acceptable as exceptions to Policy HOU01:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The redevelopment of previously developed land and buildings (subject to appropriate
environmental safeguards and mitigation)
Conversion of existing buildings (subject to the preservation of the surrounding
countryside)
Affordable housing schemes for local needs which meet the criteria for Local Plan
rural exception sites
Self-Build Schemes according to Policy HOU04.

2. The development of an exception site shall comprise of a small scheme, which must be
appropriate in scale, design and character to the locality.
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6.1 Housing Development
POLICY HOU04 SELF-BUILD SCHEMES

POLICY HOU05 PROVISION OF OPEN SPACE IN NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

1. Applications for self-build or custom-built schemes within Brereton Parish will be supported
where:
a) the location and proposed nature of the scheme are both sympathetic to the character of the
open countryside and would have minimal visual and environmental impact
b) the site immediately adjoins a settlement boundary as shown on key maps C20a and C20b or
XLIWMXI[SYPHVITVIWIRXMR½PHIZIPSTQIRX HI½RIHEW³XLI½PPMRKSJEWQEPPKET[MXLSRISVX[S
dwellings in an otherwise substantially built-up frontage’)
G XLIHIZIPSTQIRX[SYPHFISRPERH[MXLMRXLIGSR½RIWSJEJEVQGSQTPI\[LMGLMWRSPSRKIV
in use for agricultural purposes and in association with the re-use of existing buildings, on land
which:
(i) is hard-surfaced, or
(ii) is occupied by agricultural buildings which are not capable of re-use without
extensive re-building, or
(iii)has previously been occupied by agricultural buildings.

1. In new housing development, provision shall be made for both informal and formal play an amenity
open space that is safe, conveniently located and safeguards existing residential amenities of
adjacent properties.

a)

an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, or land, to be
surplus to requirements, or

2. Dwellings can only be built by those acting on behalf of individuals or a community group of
individuals. No single individual or group will be granted planning permission for more than one
dwelling in any one scheme.

b)

the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location, or

c)

the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which
clearly outweigh the loss.

3. New houses will need to conform to the quality standards set out in this plan and wider planning
guidance.
 4PERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWJSVXLIIVIGXMSRSJWIPJFYMPHH[IPPMRKWSRI\GITXMSRWMXIWEWHI½RIHMR4SPMG]
HOU02 shall be accompanied by evidence of the local housing connection(s) of the applicant(s) with
&VIVIXSR4EVMWLEWHI½RIHMRXLMWTPER4PERRMRKTIVQMWWMSRJSVWIPJFYMPHH[IPPMRKWSRI\GITXMSR
sites will be granted only where such a connection has been demonstrated. In addition, planning
permission will be granted provided that an obligation is concluded under s106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 in which the applicant(s) undertake(s) to commence construction of
XLIH[IPPMRK[MXLMRX[S]IEVWSJXLIKVERXSJEJYPPTIVQMWWMSRSVSJXLI½REPETTVSZEPSJVIWIVZIH
matters submitted in accordance with an outline permission. The applicant(s) shall also undertake
to occupy the dwelling upon completion.

2. The extent, quality, design and location of such provision should be in accordance with the
relevant standards of Cheshire East Council as may be set from time to time.
POLICY HOU06 PRESERVATION OF EXISTING OPEN SPACES
1. Areas of land in recreational use and open space to which there is a right of public access, as
shown on Key Map C21, will be protected from development which would result in the loss of
that amenity unless:

2. A buffer zone between existing development and any new housing development scheme (excluding
MR½PP SV WMRKPI LSYWI TPSXW  [MPP FI MHIRXM½IH MR TPERRMRK ETTPMGEXMSRW ERH FI TVSXIGXIH JVSQ
development. The size and nature of the buffer zone will vary according to the characteristics of
the site. The application shall safeguard and, where possible, enhance any existing natural features
WYGLEW½IPHFSYRHEVMIW 8LIFYJJIVGVIEXIHWLSYPHFIHIWMKRIHXSQEOIETSWMXMZIGSRXVMFYXMSR
to the visual amenity of the area, including by landscaping and, where possible, provide an outdoor
space for active uses.
3. Development proposals should respect their setting, including the effect they may have on the
openness of the countryside and any important vistas which may be afforded across the site in its
existing state.
4. The Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton (ref. SD/C16) will be used to assess development
schemes coming forward.
POLICY HOU07 PROVISION OF BUILDING LINE IN NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
1. Any proposals to build new houses adjacent to the main roads in the parish will provide for a
minimum 10 metre gap alongside the road carriageway. This gap should protect the openness of
the countryside and promote travel by walking and cycling along the roadside either adjacent to
the carriageway or adjacent to any hedge or wall.
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6.1 Housing Development
POLICY HOU08 HOUSING MIX

c)

1. Housing development should provide a mix of dwellings to meet locally generated needs of Brereton
Parish, particularly those arising from persons who live locally or have a strong connection to
Brereton.

d)
e)
f)
g)

2. Dwelling size, type of dwelling, affordability, tenure, density, special needs, appearance, garden space
and size are factors which should all be addressed in planning applications. New housing should
be designed to take account of this housing mix and for each new dwelling to contribute in some
manner to improving the quality of local life. This will be assessed against the following criteria:
E
F
c)
H

XLIHIKVIIXS[LMGLXLIHIWMKRVI¾IGXWXLIPSGEPZIVREGYPEVEVGLMXIGXYVI
[LIXLIVXLIWGLIQIMWWYJ½GMIRXP]¾I\MFPIXSGSTI[MXLGLERKIWSZIVXLITPERTIVMSH
the extent to which the proposal would meet local housing needs, such as those wishing to
build their own homes, meeting the needs of elderly people, those with disabilities or single
persons; and
XLIMRGPYWMSRSJIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]QIEWYVIWXSQIIXXLIGLEPPIRKISJGPMQEXIGLERKI

3. Any housing scheme of two or more units should include at least one smaller unit designed to
meet locally arising needs, including from newly formed households, elderly households and for
single persons.
4.
POLICY HOU9 HOUSING FOR LOCAL PEOPLE
1. For any housing developments resulting in a net increase of 10 or more dwellings units, 10%
of all units shall be restricted to sale for those with a local connection to Brereton Parish. This
requirement will be included in a legal agreement with Cheshire East Council under Section 106
of the Town and Country Planning Act (1990).
2. This requirement can be waived by Cheshire East Council if there is a lack of local need, which is
demonstrated if the property remains unsold after a period of at least 9 months.
 8LIGVMXIVMEJSVEPSGEPGSRRIGXMSREVIWIXSYXMRXLIHI½RMXMSREXXLIIRHSJXLMWWIGXMSR
POLICY HOU10 THE LAYOUT AND DESIGN OF NEW HOUSING
1. Any new housing development should achieve a high standard of design. The new development
should be compatible with the rural nature of Brereton Parish.The Landscape Character Assessment
for Brereton (ref. SD/C16) will be used to assess development schemes coming forward.

Be sympathetic to the character of the local environment, the rural street scene, the
linear and street frontage layout of development
Enhance the local character and environment at an appropriate scale
Achieve high environmental and energy standards
Retain and enhance existing landscape features
Be designed to comply with Building for Life principles.

DEFINITION OF LOCAL HOUSING CONNECTIONS
 0SGEPLSYWMRKGSRRIGXMSRWEVIHI½RIHJSVTVSWTIGXMZIWIPJFYMPHERHSTIRQEVOIXLSYWMRKWGLIQIW
in accordance with policies HOU04 and HOU09 above.
2. For the purposes of this Neighbourhood Plan, a local housing connection is classed as being either
of a residency or employment nature.
 6IWMHIRG]UYEPM½GEXMSRMWHI½RIHEWER]MRHMZMHYEP[LSWEXMW½IWER]SJXLIJSPPS[MRKGVMXIVME
a)
b)
G

Has been resident in Brereton or an immediately adjoining rural* parish for a continuous
period of 12 months at the time of application, or
Has been resident in Brereton or an immediately adjoining rural* parish for 3 out of the
previous 5 years at the time of application, or
,EWGPSWIJEQMP] HI½RIHEWQSXLIVJEXLIVWMWXIVFVSXLIVEHYPXGLMPHVIRSVKVERHTEVIRX 
who have been resident in Brereton or an immediately adjoining rural* parish for a
continuous period of 5 years and continue to be so resident at the time of application.

 )QTPS]QIRXUYEPM½GEXMSRMWHI½RIHEWER]MRHMZMHYEPSVLMWLIVTEVXRIV[LSMWMRIQTPS]QIRX
PSGEPP]ERHWEXMW½IWEPPXLIJSPPS[MRKGVMXIVME
E 
b)
c)
d)
I

8LISJ½GISVFYWMRIWWIWXEFPMWLQIRXEX[LMGLETIVWSRMWFEWIHSVJVSQ[LIVIXLIMV[SVO
is managed lies within Brereton or an immediately adjoining rural* parish, and
Is in paid employment, and
Works a minimum average of 16 hours per week on a regular basis, and
Has been employed for a minimum of 12 continuous months at the time of their
application and is currently in employment, and
,EWETIVQERIRXSV½\IHXIVQGSRXVEGXSVMWWIPJIQTPS]IH

* Rural parish excludes Sandbach and Holmes Chapel

2. The layout and design of new housing in Brereton should satisfy the following local design principles:
E
b)

6I¾IGXPSGEPVYVEPGLEVEGXIVSJXLIEVIE
Respect the form, layout, materials, siting, height, scale and design of the adjoining and
surrounding buildings, the setting and countryside
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6.2 Community Facilities
Objective
Provide and improve local facilities to meet local demand.
Future development needs to strengthen the community and contribute to the
additional facilities and services the community requires.
The policies on Community Facilities seek to meet the social needs for better
community facilities while allowing uses of these facilities which aim to boost
the local economy where possible and while protecting the rural character and
environment of the parish.
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6.2 Community Facilities
POLICY COM01 NEW COMMUNITY HUB SITE PLANNING

POLICY COM04 PROVISION OF NEW COMMUNITY FACILITIES

1. A new community building is proposed as a hub to meet local community needs for Brereton
Parish. Any application for a new community centre should comply with the following:

1. Planning permission can normally be granted for new community facilities which meet the needs
of the local community provided that:

a)

a)
F
c)

b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

The scale and location should be well-related to the catchment area of the parish in order
to satisfy the needs of the local population
The proposed building should be in keeping with the open rural character of Brereton
The development should not cause harm to the character or amenity of adjacent uses and
properties
The development should if possible be located where it is accessible by public transport,
on foot and by cycle. Car parking should be provided in accordance with the appropriate
Cheshire East Council standards
The development will not adversely affect either directly or indirectly areas of nature
conservation, geological or landscape interest
The development accords with policies of the Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan.

d)
e)
f)

g)

The application is accompanied by evidence of the local need for the facility
2STVSFPIQW[MXLVIKEVHXSQEXXIVWSJLMKL[E]WEJIX]EVIMHIRXM½IH
The scale and location should be well related to the catchment area of the parish in order
to satisfy the needs of the local population
The proposed building should be in keeping with the open rural character of Brereton
The development should not cause harm to the character or amenity of adjacent uses and
properties
The development should if possible be located where it is accessible by public transport,
on foot and by cycle. Car parking should be provided on site in accordance with the
appropriate Cheshire East Council standards
The development will not unacceptably affect either directly or indirectly areas of nature
conservation, geological or landscape interest
The development accords with policies of the Neighbourhood Plan and Local Plan.

POLICY COM02 NEW COMMUNITY HUB POSSIBLE USES

h)

1. Uses to be accommodated within the community hub include those which aim to boost the local
economy of this rural area by the provision of local workspace, community services and local
facilities.

POLICY COM05 PROVISION OF ALLOTMENTS & ADDITIONAL CAR PARKING

2. Appropriate facilities could include: reception facilities, IT suites and services, business facilities,
QIIXMRKERHGSRWYPXEXMSRVSSQW¾I\MFPIWTEGIWJSVGSQQYRMX]IZIRXWERHPSGEPEGXMZMXMIWERHGEV
parking.
POLICY COM03 EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES

1. Support will be given for the provision of allotments to serve local needs, and car parking to
serve local visitor attraction and countryside facilities.
2. %VIEWSJWIEVGLJSVEHHMXMSREPJEGMPMXMIW[MPPFIMHIRXM½IHMRGSRWYPXEXMSR[MXLPSGEPTEVXRIVWERH
PERHS[RIVW%R]WMXIWTIGM½GTVSTSWEPW[MPPFII\TIGXIHXSGSQTP][MXLXLIGVMXIVMEWIXSYXJSV
other new community facilities in Policy COM04.

1. 8LI)\MWXMRK'SQQYRMX]*EGMPMXMIW VIJ7(' [MXLMR&VIVIXSR4EVMWLEVIMHIRXM½IHMR/I]1ET
C22. These are important resources for the local community and should be retained for the
FIRI½XSJXLSWIKVSYTWSVKERMWEXMSRWERHXLI[MHIVGSQQYRMX][LMGLYWIXLIQ
2. Support will be given to proposals which would assist in the retention and improvement of existing
facilities.
3. Planning applications for land or buildings adjacent to community facilities will be expected to
respect the continued retention of the community use and to integrate, support and/or strengthen
the existing community resource base of the parish.
4. Proposals involving the loss of a community facility will be resisted unless each is to be replaced
by a new and improved facility in a location approved by the local community.
5. 8LIPSWWSJER]FYMPHMRKSVWMXIMHIRXM½IHEWER%WWIXSJ'SQQYRMX]:EPYI[MPPFIKMZIRWMKRM½GERX
weight as a material consideration in the determination of any planning application affecting that
asset.
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6.3 Business and Economic Activity
Objective
Strengthen and support local economic activity.
Changes in the agricultural industry are reducing employment opportunities for the people of
Brereton Parish. Young people are forced to seek employment outside the parish and to move away.
The majority of people in employment travel out of the parish to work.
Economic activity and employment in Brereton Parish needs to be encouraged so as to increase the
number of people who live and work in the parish, particularly young people.
The policy on business and economic activity seeks to meet the needs of the local economy whilst
protecting local facilities from inappropriate development and supporting social and community-led
enterprises with a social and/or environmental purpose.
POLICY BUS01 RURAL ECONOMY
1. Planning permission will not be granted for development which would be seriously detrimental
to the continued operation of any local businesses, including visitor attractions and countryside
facilities.
2. This plan seeks to help local businesses stay viable and encourages those which foster the retention
of local employment opportunities. Planning permission will be granted for:
E 

WGLIQIWSJEKVMGYPXYVEPHMZIVWM½GEXMSR[LMGL[SYPHMRGVIEWIPSGEPIQTPS]QIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIW

b)

the development of rural tourism particularly those businesses which would complement
existing tourism related uses

c)

the re-use sympathetic extension of redundant agricultural or other buildings for business
or visitor attraction purposes

d)

social and community-led enterprises with a social and/or environmental purpose which
involves the local community.

3. Development proposals would require to satisfy the criteria for development in the Open
Countryside PG5 as set out in the Cheshire East Local Plan (ref. SD/B01).
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6.4 Protect the Rural Environment

Objective
Protect green space, the environment and the landscape; support nature
conservation and encourage responsible rural recreation, rural tourism and
sustainable modes of transport.
The existing rural environment is the most valued aspect for those living and visiting the parish. The
active and productive use of the farmland is of value to the wider community. The demand to access
the parish’s rural tranquillity will increase in an urbanising world.

P46: Pencil Sketch of Brereton Hall, a Grade I Listed Elizabethan House
that is in private ownership and not open to the public.

Nationally, environmental biodiversity is under extreme pressure. Areas which retain a rich variety of
¾SVEERHJEYREERHTVSZMHIKSSHEGGIWWJSVXLI[MHIVTSTYPEXMSR[MPPFIMRGVIEWMRKP]ZEPYIH
Future development must not detract from the rural character of the parish and must assist in
providing improved access.
The policies on protecting the rural environment seek to protect the valuable landscape, views,
biodiversity, geodiversity, nature conservation features, recreational facilities and heritage of Brereton
that are so valued by both those who live in Brereton and those who come into the parish to use its
facilities. It is recognised that change must continue to take place but it must be managed so as to keep
the area vibrant but to also protect these valued aspects of the rural environment.
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6.4 Protect the Rural Environment
POLICY ENV01 THE LANDSCAPE VISION AND DEVELOPMENT

POLICY ENV04 BIODIVERSITY & GEODIVERSITY

1. 3RI EVIE SJ ,MKL 0ERHWGETI:EPYI MW HI½RIH SR /I] 1ET ';MXLMR XLMW EVIE HIZIPSTQIRX
[LMGL[SYPHHEQEKIXLISTIRSVSXLIVPERHWGETIGLEVEGXIVSVJIEXYVIWWSHI½RIH[MPPRSXFI
permitted. The key attributes of these are set out in the Landscape Character Assessment for
Brereton (ref. SD/C16).

1. The conservation, management and enhancement of local features of interest for their biodiversity
and geodiversity will be supported and encouraged. These include:

POLICY ENV02 OPEN LANDSCAPE VIEWS

b)

1. The Brereton area affords many views across the Cheshire Plain towards the Peak District lying
within Cheshire and Staffordshire Peak ridgeline. Open views across the landscape should be
protected and enhanced.

c)

2. All development should respect the character and open appearance of the countryside, and in
particular the views in an easterly direction towards the Peak District National Park.
3. The impact of development on the openness of the countryside should be assessed against the
Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton (ref. SD/C16).

E

H
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

POLICY ENV03 NATURE CONSERVATION
j)
1. Some areas of the parish are recognised as being of high nature conservation value at European,
National and Cheshire East wide level (as shown on Key Map C26). Development which would
HEQEKIXLIFMSHMZIVWMX]SVREXYVIGSRWIVZEXMSRJIEXYVIWWSHI½RIH[MPPRSXFITIVQMXXIH8LIOI]
attributes of these are set out in the Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton (ref. SD/C16)
2. A Biological Impact Assessment shall be submitted with any planning application for development
adjacent to or within the proximity of any site of high nature conservation value. Development
adjacent to or within the proximity of the Bagmere SSSI (Midlands Meres and Mosses Phase 1
Ramsar) will not be permitted unless it is demonstrated by the submitted assessment that the
potential hydrological impacts of the proposal in terms of water quality and supply can be avoided
SVEHIUYEXIP]QMXMKEXIH[MXLER]JSYP[EXIVERHIJ¾YIRXHMWGLEVKIWQEHIXSEQEMRWI[IV

k)
l)

m)

6IXIRXMSRSJLIHKIVS[½IPHFSYRHEV]XVIEXQIRXWERHVIWXSVEXMSR[LIVIXLIWIEVI

fragmented, to improve their landscape condition and contribution
Retention of existing trees around and within existing and future development and the
encouragement of additional planting where appropriate
Promotion of the nature conservation and ecological value of the Dane Valley and respect
for its enclosed nature
6IXIRXMSRSJLMWXSVMG½IPHTEXXIVRW[LIVIZIVTSWWMFPIMRGPYHMRKER]EVIEWSJRI[HIZIPSTQIRX
Retention and enhancement of the character of estate parkland at Brereton Hall and
Davenport Hall, which forms a distinctive existing feature of the Cheshire Plain at this point
Management of woodland tracts to prevent deterioration
Incorporation and maintenance of hedgerows and lowland grassland margins
Incorporation of new woodland and tree cover within the wider landscape whilst
ensuring existing open views are not obscured
Promotion of geodiversity and biodiversity interests for the former sand extraction sites
such as Brereton Heath Local Nature Reserve
Creation of Wildlife Corridors between existing sites of biodiversity such as Croco Valley,
Bagmere and Brereton Heath Local Nature Reserve to enhance their individual status
Support for other initiatives which assist in linking biodiversity sites such as land management
Protection and enhancement of surface and ground water quality to comply with the Water
Framework Directive (SD/A15) in ensuring that development does not cause deterioration
in the status of inland waters
The potential impacts on any protected species of any development proposal should be
taken into account in developer formulation of proposals and advice sought from Natural
England and Cheshire East Council.

3. For any type of development adjacent to or within proximity of the Bagmere SSSI, development
will not normally be permitted if the site is not connected to a mains sewer as foul water and
IJ¾YIRXHMWGLEVKIW[SYPHTEVXMGYPEVP]FIHEQEKMRKXSXLMWWMXI
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6.4 Protect the Rural Environment
POLICY ENV05 DEVELOPMENT & LANDSCAPE

POLICY ENV08 LISTED BUILDINGS CHANGE OF USE

1. Development should respect the vernacular architecture of the Cheshire Plain through the use of
appropriate materials (such as Cheshire red brick and Cheshire style black and white metal estate
railings for boundary and frontage treatments).

1. Change of use to existing Listed Buildings to retain them in active use may be supported provided
the building would be preserved. The essential character of the building should be preserved in
any change of use and the change should not adversely affect or detract from the local setting of
the building.

2. (IZIPSTQIRXWLSYPHVI¾IGXXLIHMWXMRGXMZIPSGEPWIXXPIQIRXTEXXIVRSJXLI4EVMWLF]GSQTPIQIRXMRK
the existing pattern of ribbon development at Brereton Green and Brereton Heath and avoiding the
use of cul-de-sacs.
3. (IZIPSTQIRXWLSYPHTVSZMHILMKLUYEPMX]HIWMKRWSPYXMSRW[LMGLVI¾IGXXLIVERKISJPSGEPFYMPHMRK
materials and details characteristic of the rural locality. Design should provide for some variation yet
create improvements which respect the character of the area.
4. Development should respect the existing rural open views across the Cheshire Plain which contribute
WMKRM½GERXP]XSXLIPSGEPGLEVEGXIV8LIWISTIRZMI[WWLSYPHEPWSFITVSXIGXIHJVSQYRW]QTEXLIXMG
development.

POLICY ENV09 HERITAGE ASSETS AND THEIR SETTING
1. Any development should conserve and enhance the heritage assets of the Parish and their setting.
This includes the separation between heritage assets and the settlements and small clusters of
I\MWXMRKHIZIPSTQIRX,IVMXEKIEWWIXWEVIHI½RIHEWXLIGYVVIRXPMWXSJREXMSREPP]PMWXIHFYMPHMRKW
and parks and gardens of historic interest and any further national or local listings to be added
during the period of the Plan by Historic England or the Local Planning Authority.

5. Development should enable sympathetic alterations to existing buildings to facilitate proposed
GLERKIWSJYWIWSEWXSEPPS[JYXYVISGGYTMIVWXLIFIRI½XSJVYVEPZMI[WEGVSWWXLIPERHWGETI[LMPWX
protecting privacy of any adjacent properties.

2. The Historic England national list comprises a number of assets within Brereton emphasising the
importance and value of its heritage:

POLICY ENV06 RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

a)
b)
c)

1. Areas of land in recreational use and open space to which there is a right of public access, as shown
on Key Map C21, will be retained and enhanced for the visual and functional value they provide for
local residents and the wider community, and will be protected from development which would
result in the loss of that amenity unless:
a)
an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, or land, to be
surplus to requirements, or
b)
the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better
provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location, or
c)
the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which
clearly outweigh the loss.
2. Improvements to the existing provision for recreational walking, cycling and appreciation of nature
will be sought. New provision should complement existing provision and if possible also link
communities with local facilities and services.
3. Continued improvements to the educational resources at Brereton Heath Local Nature Reserve
will be supported.
POLICY ENV07 LISTED BUILDINGS IMPROVEMENTS AND ENHANCEMENTS
1. Listed Buildings within Brereton are an important part of the area’s heritage and are shown in Key
Map C24.
2. Appropriate repair and enhancement of these buildings will be supported and encouraged.
3. Any development which would adversely affect a Listed Building or its setting will not normally be
supported.

Grade 1 = 1
Grade II* = 3
Grade II = 17

 8LIWIEVIMHIRXM½IHSR/I]1E]'ERHHIXEMPIHMRI\XVEGXWJVSQ,MWXSVMG)RKPERHVIKMWXIVWMR
SD/C24a in Supporting Documents.
4. If a proposed development has potential to affect the contribution of a heritage asset’s setting
XSMXWWMKRM½GERGISVERETTVIGMEXMSRSJMXWWMKRM½GERGIEREWWIWWQIRXSJMXWMQTEGXWLEPPFIQEHI
in accordance with the guidance on the setting of heritage assets from Historic England shall be
made and in consultation with Cheshire East Council as the Local Planning Authority.
POLICY ENV10 CONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF SOILS
1. Proposals for land use change in the rural environment shall take account of the impact on land
and soil resources and the wide range of vital functions (ecosystem services) they provide. The
permanency of the impact on soils shall be an important consideration. Planning decisions should
take into account the need to:
a)
Safeguard the long term capability of best and most versatile agricultural land (Grades 1, 2

ERHEMRXLI%KVMGYPXYVEP0ERH'PEWWM½GEXMSR EWEVIWSYVGIJSVXLIJYXYVI
b)
Avoid development that would disturb or damage other soils of high environmental

ZEPYI IK[IXPERHERHSXLIVWTIGM½GWSMPWGSRXVMFYXMRKXSIGSPSKMGEPGSRRIGXMZMX]GEVFSR 
stores such as eatlands etc) and, where development is proposed
c)
Ensure soil resources are conserved and managed in a sustainable way.

4. Consent for the demolition of any Listed Building will not normally be supported.
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6.5 Transport and Infrastructure

Objective
Seek ongoing improvements to transport, digital connectivity and utility services.
&VIVIXSR4EVMWLLEWTSSVEGGIWWFIX[IIRMXWWIXXPIQIRXW-RGVIEWIHXVEJ½GZSPYQIWM^IERHYREGGITXEFPILMKLWTIIHMRXLIREVVS[PERIWERH
settlements are of major concern.The lanes and verges are poorly maintained. Connections between the settlements of Brereton Parish need
XSFIMQTVSZIHERHQIEWYVIWIRGSYVEKIHXSMQTVSZIXVEJ½GWEJIX]JSVEPPVSEHYWIVW[MXLPS[IVWTIIHPMQMXWXVEJ½GGEPQMRKMQTVSZIQIRXERH
maintenance of verges.
8LITSPMGMIWSRXVERWTSVXERHMRJVEWXVYGXYVIWIIOXSTVSQSXIXLIYWISJWYWXEMREFPIJSVQWSJXVERWTSVX[LMGL[MPPFIRI½XXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
and the health of the community. They also seek to increase the safety of all road users.
Initiatives to address digital connectivity in Brereton are already well advanced through the Connecting Cheshire programme, and no policies
are proposed in this Plan.
2SWTIGM½GTSPMGMIWEVIFIMRKTVSTSWIHMRXLMW4PERXSEHHVIWWYXMPMX]WIVZMGIW
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6.5 Transport and Infrastructure
POLICY TRA01 TRANSPORT IMPLICATIONS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT

POLICY TRA03 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE

1. Where any proposed development would give rise to the need for transport measures, facilities
or improvements, accessibility to the site should be assessed and measures taken to improve
access to the site by all modes of transport including public transport, walking and cycling.

1. The Neighbourhood Plan priorities for spending any monies derived from Planning Agreements
(Section 106) and Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) from development within Brereton will
be as follows:

2. Proposed improvements within Brereton should aim to improve and encourage the use of cycle
ways, footpaths and bridleways for access between settlements, to local facilities and for leisure
purposes.

a)
b)
c)
d)

New community hub (Policy COM01)
Additional car parking (Policy COM05)
Provision of allotments (Policy COM05)
Sustainable forms of transport (Policy TRA02)

POLICY TRA02 IMPROVEMENTS TO LOCAL SUSTAINABLE FORMS OF TRANSPORT
1. Improvements to the existing network of cycle ways, bridleways and footpaths will be sought to
encourage their use.
2. Measures to improve the accessibility of existing developments in Brereton by public transport,
walking and cycling and by the provision of additional car parking, will be sought.
3.

The priorities for improvements should include links between the parish and the local service
centres between the dispersed settlements of Brereton Parish and the development of new cycle
ways to and from local facilities such as Holmes Chapel via the A50 and the A54. Opportunities
will be taken to fund such improvements through planning applications and provision for off-site
sustainable options for travel.
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7 Implementation
“People of Brereton value the rural, agricultural economy and
environment that they have now and want to keep it that way.
They do not want to become a crowded dormitory area for the
nearby towns and cities.”
Stuart Yarwood, Chairman, Brereton Parish Council
Brereton Parish Council is committed to developing and strengthening the contacts and groups that
have evolved as a result of the Neighbourhood Planning process. It believes that by working together
to implement the Plan it will make Brereton an even better place to live, work, play and enjoy a high
quality of life.
The Neighbourhood Plan will be delivered and implemented over a 15-year period to 2030. Different
stakeholders and partners will be involved. It is not a rigid ‘blue-print’ and provides instead a ‘direction
for change’ through its vision, objectives and policies. Flexibility will also be needed as new challenges
and opportunities arise over the plan period. In this respect, implementation, monitoring and review
will be crucial.

b) Investment in, and management of, public services, assets and other measures to improve local
services and vitality and viability for the parish. In the context of the prevailing economic climate
and public funding there is a recognition that public investment in the parish will be challenging to
secure. The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), once introduced by Cheshire East Council, will
contribute a small amount through new development. In the meantime, Section 106 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 allows for agreements between developers and Cheshire East Council,
[MXL ½RERGMEP GSRXVMFYXMSRW XS[EVHW RIGIWWEV] WIVZMGIW ERH MRJVEWXVYGXYVI MQTVSZIQIRXW 7YGL
contributions resulting from developments within the Neighbourhood Plan designated area should
FIEPPSGEXIHXS[EVHWMQTVSZIQIRXSVEHHMXMSRSJPSGEPWIVZMGIWXSFIRI½X&VIVIXSR4EVMWLVIWMHIRXW
and community.
c) The voluntary and community sector will have a strong role to play particularly in terms of local
community infrastructure, events and Parish life. This sector is likely to play an important role in the
future, and includes, but not limited to, Brereton Community Interest Group, St. Oswald’s Church,
Davenport Chapel, Brereton WI, Brereton Wives Group, 2nd Brereton Scout Group, and Brereton
Youth Forum.
The key areas of action (over leaf) summarises the Parish Council’s approach to delivery and
implementation of the Neighbourhood Plan.

Brereton Parish Council will be the responsible body to manage and oversee the implementation of
the Neighbourhood Plan.
There will be three key strands of activity which will direct delivery and each is important in shaping
Brereton Parish in the months and years ahead. These comprise:
a) The statutory planning process will direct and control private developer and investor interest
in the parish in the context of the Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Planning Authority and the
NPPF. The Parish Council (in its role as statutory consultee to planning applications) and the Local
Planning Authority will use the Neighbourhood Plan to assess the appropriateness and suitability of
applications. This assessment will help inform the Parish Council’s response to the application (e.g.
written representations in support of, or in objection to the proposals) and will inform the Local
4PERRMRK%YXLSVMX]´W½REPHIGMWMSR-RWYQQEV]TPERRMRKETTPMGEXMSRWXLEXEVIFVSEHP]MREGGSVHERGI
with both the Cheshire East Local Plan, and with the Neighbourhood Plan should be supported while
those that are not, should be refused.
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7 Implementation
Housing Development
The Parish Council will work with local landowners, developers and Cheshire East Council to deliver modest incremental growth in appropriate housing over the Plan period to meet the local needs

Community Facilities
The Parish Council will work with local organisations and Cheshire East Council to improve facilities and services
for local people. An important aspect of this will be to facilitate the development of a community hub to serve
as an integral component of parish activity.
Business and Economic Activity
The Parish Council will encourage businesses to improve local employment opportunities for local people.The
4EVMWL'SYRGMP[MPP[SVO[MXLPERHS[RIVWERHWXEOILSPHIVWXSFVMRKFVS[R½IPHWMXIWWYGLEWYRHIVYWIHSVHMWused agricultural buildings, forward for redevelopment or conversion into economic use.
Protect the Rural Environment
The Parish Council will work with Cheshire East Council, English Heritage, Natural England and The Environment Agency, together with landowners and stakeholders, to ensure the rural environment will be protected
from inappropriate development.
Transport and Infrastructure
8LI4EVMWL'SYRGMP[MPP[SVO[MXL'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMPXS½RH[E]WXSEHHVIWWWTIIHERHTEVOMRKMWWYIWERH
to provide pedestrian and cycle access to key areas throughout the parish.
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7 Implementation
Monitoring and Review
The Brereton Parish Neighbourhood Plan is a ‘living’ document and as such will become an integral component of the stewardship of the Parish Council.
a)

The Parish Council monthly meeting will include a regular agenda item to monitor and action activities to progress the implementation of the Neighbourhood Plan.

b)

The Parish Annual Meeting will report on annual progress achieved, and set out the programme aims and key activities for the subsequent year ahead.

c)

The Parish Council will undertake a strategic review of the Neighbourhood Plan every 3 years. The focus of the strategic review will be to ensure that the policies made are effectively contributing to
the realisation of the vision and objectives set out in the Neighbourhood Plan. Any resulting proposals to correct and improve policies to meet the vision and objectives will require to be undertaken
in full collaboration with Cheshire East Council.
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Appendix A - Policy Evidence
APPENDIX A - POLICY EVIDENCE
7IGXMSRHIXEMPWXLI4SPMGMIWXLEXHI½RIXLI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PER
8LMW%TTIRHM\TVSZMHIWXLI.YWXM½GEXMSRERH)ZMHIRGIXLEXMRJSVQWERHWYTTSVXWXLIWITSPMGMIW&]
MXW REXYVI XLMW MW E XIGLRMGEP HIWGVMTXMSR [LMGL [MPP QEMRP] FI SJ MRXIVIWX ERH FIRI½X XS WXEXYXSV]
consultees, planners and developers.
Supporting Documents used in Evidence References are listed in Appendix B.
A-1 Housing
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Appendix A1 - Policy Evidence
Housing
BACKGROUND

1. 8LIWI TSPMGMIW EVI NYWXM½IH F] XLI TEVMWL PSGEXMSR [MXLMR XLI 'LIWLMVI GSYRXV]WMHI [LMGL MW
protected from development by long standing planning policies stemming from national planning
objectives and policy aimed at preventing larger urban areas from coalescing. It is also informed
by the need to plan positively for some new housing arising from locally generated needs,
especially for affordable housing.
2. &VIVIXSR4EVMWLPMIW[MXLMRXLI3TIR'SYRXV]WMHIEWHI½RIHF]XLI7YFQMWWMSRZIVWMSRSJXLI
'LIWLMVI )EWX 0SGEP 4PER 7XVEXIK] 1E]  VIJ 7(& 8LMW HIWMKREXMSR VI¾IGXW TVIZMSYW
TPERRMRKTSPMGMIWJSVXLIEVIEEWVI¾IGXIHMRXLI'LIWLMVI'SYRX]7XVYGXYVI4PER VIJ7(& 
and adopted by Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review (ref. SD/B07).The Local Plan provides
for a Settlement Hierarchy of Principal Towns, Key Service Centres, Local Service Centres and
Other Settlements and Rural Areas. Brereton Parish lies within the latter category where the
WXVEXIK]MWXLEXHIZIPSTQIRXKVS[XLERHMRZIWXQIRXWLSYPHFIGSR½RIHXSWQEPPWGEPIMR½PPERH
change of use or conversion of existing buildings in order to sustain local services and facilities.
Furthermore, the local strategy also provides that the preservation of the countryside for its
scenic, recreational, aesthetic and productive qualities is a key objective of planning policy. All of
XLIWIUYEPMXMIWEVIVI¾IGXIHMRXLIYWISJXLIGSYRXV]WMHI[MXLMRXLI&VIVIXSREVIE
3. 8LIGSQQYRMX]SJ&VIVIXSR[MWLIWXSTPERTSWMXMZIP]JSVXLIMHIRXM½IHRIIHWSJXLIPSGEPEVIE
[LMGLQE]EVMWIHYVMRKXLITPERTIVMSH8LITSPMG]WIIOWXS½RHERETTVSTVMEXITPERRMRKFEPERGI
between preserving the countryside for its landscape, ecological and recreational value and
protecting the best and most versatile agricultural land on one hand and meeting locally arising
needs from within the local community on the other.
4. The villages of central Cheshire have grown incrementally over the centuries in response to
changes in patterns of living, working and relaxing. In this way, the essential rural character of
Brereton has been maintained although it lies within good access to the regional and national
road motorway network and the facilities and amenities of the three adjacent settlements of
7ERHFEGL'SRKPIXSRERH,SPQIW'LETIPIEGLSJ[LMGLMWMHIRXM½IH[MXLMRXLI0SGEP4PEREWE
service centre.This proximity and facilities make the parish attractive to live in for both existing
and prospective residents. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to provide for locally generated
housing needs rather than meeting wider housing requirements. The Local Plan provides that
such wider generated needs should be accommodated closer to, within or adjacent to those
adjacent towns which have a wider range of services than Brereton and are more likely to meet
the principles of sustainable development as required by the NPPF
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Appendix A1 - Policy Evidence
POLICY HOU01 SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. The Local Plan states that the smaller settlements of Cheshire East and the rural areas are expected
to accommodate around 5 hectares of employment and 2000 new homes. Following the receipt of
the Planning Inspector’s comments on the amount of new housing development in the Submission
ZIVWMSRSJXLI0SGEP4PERHMWGYWWMSRW[MXL'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMPMRHMGEXIHXLEXXLIVYVEP½KYVI
GSYPHMRGVIEWIEWGSYPHSXLIVLSYWMRK½KYVIWMRSVHIVXSTVSZMHIERSZIVEPPMRGVIEWIMRLSYWMRK
numbers of up to 50% (to around 3000 houses). Accordingly, the fair share allocation of the Local
4PERVYVEPLSYWMRK½KYVIJSV&VIVIXSR4EVMWL[EWEPWSEHNYWXIHMRXLI,SYWMRK2IIHW%HZMGIJSV
Brereton report (December 2014) from 28 to 42, thus providing a range of 42 (fair share growth)
to 58 (unconstrained growth) dwellings, and a clear indication of an appropriate scale of growth
to be expected by 2030.
2. The settlements within Brereton Parish make up a very small proportion of the countryside and
rural areas within Cheshire East which, set alongside the other positive uses already existing and
the constraints on sustainable development in such areas.
3. Given the strategic policies of restraining development in the countryside, the Neighbourhood Plan
WIIOWXSTVSZMHIEPMQMXIHEQSYRXSJHIZIPSTQIRX[LMGLVI¾IGXWFSXLXLI7IXXPIQIRX,MIVEVGL]
and Spatial Distribution of Development policies of the Local Plan. Also at a parish level, the
community sought to identify the potential for some new housing based on an assessment from
a variety of sources alongside an assessment of environmental, landscape and other constraints.
4. Local support through the community surveys (ref. SD/C06) of the Plan showed that almost 50%
or respondents considered that up to 50 new homes in Brereton would be an appropriate scale
of growth by 2030.
5. In order to plan where the objectively assessed housing need of between 42 (fair share allocation)
and 58 (unconstrained growth) dwellings could be accommodated, two assessments were
undertaken. Based on evidence supplied by Cheshire East Council, a review took place of the
status of completions and outstanding planning consents within the Parish between 1st April 2010,
the baseline date used to determine the housing need, and 31st October 2015.The data is set out
in table HOU01/A as follows:

Table: HOU01/a
Document: Cheshire East Extant Planning Permissions, Brereton Parish
Date: 5th November, 2015
Source: Raw data (CEC) provided by Cheshire East Council Spatial Planning 4th November, 2015
Period: 1st April 2010 to 31st October 2015
Cheshire East Council Spatial Planning Data
Planning
Planning
Total Net
Total
Net
Permission
Permission Dwellings Completions Remaining
Type
Decision Date
Dwellings

Site Address

Planning
Application
Number

WILLOW BARN, NEWCASTLE ROAD, BRERETON
KENWYN, MOSS LANE, BRERETON HEATH
Ivanhoe, Holmes Chapel Road, Brereton Heath
Dunkirk Way, Land off London Road, Holmes
Chapel
Holmlea Farm, Newcastle Road South, Brereton,
Sandbach, CW11 1SB
Land Adjacent to Rose Cottages, Holmes Chapel
Road, Somerford, Congleton
Handfield Farm, Methurst Green, Sandbach Road,
Congleton, Cheshire, CW12 4TA
Birch Grove, Brereton Heath Lane, Brereton Heath,
Congleton, CW12 4SZ
Lyndale & 2 Somerford View, HOLMES CHAPEL
ROAD, BRERETON, CONGLETON, CW12 4SP

11/0350C
11/3977C
12/0763C
12/0036C &
14/1941C
13/3932C

Full
Full
Full
Full

24-Mar-11
15-Dec-11
17-Oct-12
25-Jan-13

Full

08-Nov-13

0

0

0

Under Construction

12/3807C

Full

12-Feb-14

25

16

9

Under Construction

13/4280C

Full

17-Feb-14

1

0

1

Under Construction

14/0284C

Full

24-Feb-14

0

0

0

Not Started

13/0791C

Outline

02-Apr-14

4

0

4

Not Started

Land Adjacent to Ivy House, Holmes Chapel Road,
Somerford, Congleton, CW12 4SP
LAND NORTH OF BIRCH VIEW, HOLMES CHAPEL
ROAD, BRERETON
Hill View Farm, SANDBACH ROAD, BRERETON,
CW11 2UH
Land to rear of Ivanhoe, HOLMES CHAPEL ROAD,
BRERETON, CONGLETON, CW12 4SP
Land at Moss Lane, Brereton, CW12 4SX
Moss Farm, Moss Lane, Brereton Heath, CW12 4SX

13/4415C

Full

24-Apr-14

2

0

2

Under Construction

14/1408C

Full

09-Jun-14

0

1

-1

Completed

14/3790C

Full

10-Oct-14

1

0

1

Not Started

13/0784C

Full

21-Oct-14

2

0

2

Not Started

14/0648C
15/1759C

Outline
Full

20-Jan-15
11-Jun-15

6
2

0
0

6
2

Not Started
Not Started

WELLCROFT, NEWCASTLE ROAD SOUTH, BRERETON

15/1000C

Full

16-Jul-15

1

0

1

Not Started

THE ORCHARD, HOLMES CHAPEL ROAD,
SOMERFORD, CONGLETON, CW12 4SP

14/1907C

Outline

25-Sep-15

8

0

8

Not Started

87

33

54

Total for Period

4
0
11
20

4
1
11
0

0
-1
0
20

Site Construction
Status

Completed
Completed
Completed
Not Started

The second assessment was a review of the latest Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) of Cheshire East Council of all sites included in whole or in part within the Parish
of Brereton. This assessment included some large sites, particularly on the fringes of the three
service centres adjoining Brereton: Holmes Chapel, Congleton and Sandbach. The assessment
[SVO GSRGPYHIH XLEX XLIVI [IVI WYJ½GMIRX TIVQMWWMSRW MR XSXEP XS EGGSQQSHEXI XLI JSVIGEWX
housing needs within the Plan period, without the need to promote any further additional sites
from the SHLAA. There is, in addition, evidence from the last 10 years to indicate that numbers
of small sites do come forward on a regular basis. However, in terms of accommodating locally
generated needs, policies in the Neighbourhood Plan needed to provide some guidance as to
the types of development which might be acceptable and therefore these can be considered as
exceptions under Policy HOU02.
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POLICY HOU01 SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY (continued)
8LIVIEVIXLIVIJSVIWYJ½GMIRXWMXIWEZEMPEFPIXSTVSZMHIXLIPIZIPSJLSYWMRKERHXSLEZIWSQI
 HIKVII SJ ¾I\MFMPMX]  8LMW IZMHIRGI LEW FIIR GSPPEXIH XLVSYKL XLI 'LIWLMVI )EWX 7,0%%
GSRWYPXEXMSR[MXLSJ½GIVWSJ'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMP,SYWMRK2IIHW%HZMGIJSV&VIVIXSRVITSVX
and Housing Supply Evidence for Brereton report. In this context and based on the current local
ERHREXMSREPTSPMGMIWEXXLIXMQISJTPERTVITEVEXMSRXLMW2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERQEOIWRSWTIGM½G
site allocations for housing development.
7. It is acknowledged that further work on the Cheshire East Local Plan may require the Brereton
community to meet further and/or additional needs.The preferred approach of this Neighbourhood
Plan in response to this situation is as follows:
E  

b)

-XMWXSGSR½VQXLEXXLIPSGEXMSRSJER]RI[JYVXLIVLSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRXFI]SRHXLIPSGEP
requirement of between 42 and 58 units should be located within the parts of the parish
[LMGLEVIHI½RIHEW&VIVIXSR+VIIRERH&VIVIXSR,IEXL8LIWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEVMIWSJ
these areas are shown in Key Map C20a and Key Map C20b.
The Plan sets out in Policy HOU02 a number of exceptions beyond the local requirement
of between 42 and 58 units which indicates the additional circumstances in which new
housing development may be permitted beyond the Settlement Boundaries.

8. A ribbon form of development is the predominant form of current development in Brereton as
GSR½VQIHF]XLI0ERHWGETI'LEVEGXIV%WWIWWQIRXJSV&VIVIXSR%PPRI[LSYWMRKHIZIPSTQIRX
WLSYPHVI¾IGXXLMWHMWXMRGXPSGEPWIXXPIQIRXTEXXIVR
9. The Congleton Borough Local Plan sets out at policies PS5 and PS6 a settlement boundary for
Brereton Green and Brereton Heath. Both policies are proposed to be retained as Saved policies
in the submitted version of the Cheshire East Borough Local Plan (Appendix B Saved Policies
refers) so still form an important part of the Development Plan. However, the 2005 Plan was itself
a replacement of the original Congleton Borough Local Plan adopted in 1998. It has also been
VIGSKRMWIHXLEXWMRGIXLSWIWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEVMIW[IVIPEWXHI½RIH QSVIXLER]IEVWEKS 
WSQIHIZIPSTQIRXLEWSGGYVVIH[LMGLVIUYMVIWI\MWXMRKFSYRHEVMIWXSFIVIHI½RIHXSVIGSKRMWI
the de-facto boundary of the settlement as now exists on the ground. The Congleton Borough
0SGEP 4PER EPWS TVSZMHIW WIXXPIQIRX FSYRHEV] HI½RMXMSR QETW JSV EPP WIXXPIQIRXW MRGPYHMRK XLI
rural areas which includes both Brereton Green and Brereton Heath.
8LIWYFQMXXIHZIVWMSRSJXLI'LIWLMVI)EWX0SGEP4PERHSIWRSXWTIGM½GEPP]MHIRXMJ]EWIXXPIQIRX
boundary policy, although some policies do refer to settlement boundaries such as policy PG5.
Previous policies related to settlement boundaries/settlement zone lines (including those in the
Congleton Borough Local Plan 2005) are proposed to be saved until superseded by the Site
Allocations and Development Policies, and Waste Development Plan Documents.
11. It is the intention of this Plan to propose a slightly amended boundary to recognise those limited
changes on the ground or in course of build. This will serve a dual purpose as follows:
a)
b)

to update the settlement boundary through the Neighbourhood Plan so it could be utilised
for planning decisions to be based on policies in the Plan
to inform any Development Plan Documents which Cheshire East Council may subsequently
produce following the adoption of the Local Plan Core Strategy in due course.

12.The preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan provided an opportunity to bring these objectives
together. Accordingly, guidance was sought from Cheshire East Council as to the appropriate
GVMXIVMEXSFIYWIHJSVHI½RMRKWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEVMIWMRXLIPMKLXSJGYVVIRXREXMSREPERHIQIVKMRK
Cheshire East planning policies so as to ensure that the Neighbourhood Plan was compliant with
these wider planning issues which is a basic condition any neighbourhood plan should satisfy.
8LIFEWMGWIXXPIQIRXFSYRHEV]GVMXIVMEYWIHJSVHI½RMRKXLI&VIVIXSRFSYRHEVMIW[IVIEWJSPPS[W
E  

F  

8LIFSYRHEVMIWWLSYPHJSPPS[GPIEVP]HI½RIHJIEXYVIWERHTL]WMGEPFSYRHEVMIWXLEXGERFI
MHIRXM½IHSRXLIKVSYRH[EPPWJIRGIWLIHKIVS[WVSEHWVEMPFVMHPI[E]WJSSXTEXLWKVSYTWSJ
trees and watercourses
8LIFSYRHEVMIWWLSYPHIREFPIXLIHIPMZIV]SJER]MHIRXM½IHUYERXYQSJPERHJSVLSYWMRKERH
or employment.

14. Areas which were included within the settlement boundaries included as appropriate built and
extant planning permissions for:
a)
b)
G  

residential/employment use for areas that are physically or functionally part of the settlement
community facilities and buildings that are physically or functionally part of the settlement
WMXIEPPSGEXMSRWMHIRXM½IHMRXLI(IZIPSTQIRX4PERXLEXEVITL]WMGEPP]SVJYRGXMSREPP]TEVXSJ
the settlement.

15. The relevant planning permissions granted within the Plan period included in the extended
amended settlement boundary are set out in Table HOUS01/b as follows:
Brereton Neighbourhood Plan
Cheshire East Extant Planning Permissions

Table: HOU01/b
Document: Cheshire East Extant Planning Permissions, Brereton Parish Settlement Boundary Inclusions
Date: 5th November, 2015
Source: Raw data (CEC) provided by Cheshire East Council Spatial Planning 4th November, 2015
Period: 1st April 2010 to 31st October 2015

Site Address

Planning
Application
Number

KENWYN, MOSS LANE, BRERETON HEATH
Ivanhoe, Holmes Chapel Road, Brereton Heath
Land Adjacent to Rose Cottages, Holmes Chapel
Road, Somerford, Congleton
Birch Grove, Brereton Heath Lane, Brereton Heath,
Congleton, CW12 4SZ
Lyndale & 2 Somerford View, HOLMES CHAPEL
ROAD, BRERETON, CONGLETON, CW12 4SP

11/3977C
12/0763C
12/3807C

Land Adjacent to Ivy House, Holmes Chapel Road,
Somerford, Congleton, CW12 4SP
Land to rear of Ivanhoe, HOLMES CHAPEL ROAD,
BRERETON, CONGLETON, CW12 4SP
Land at Moss Lane, Brereton, CW12 4SX
THE ORCHARD, HOLMES CHAPEL ROAD,
SOMERFORD, CONGLETON, CW12 4SP

Cheshire East Council Spatial Planning Data
Total Net
Total
Net
Planning
Planning
Permission Dwellings Completions Remaining
Permission
Dwellings
Decision Date
Type

Full
Full
Full

15-Dec-11
17-Oct-12
12-Feb-14

0
11
25

1
11
16

-1
0
9

Completed
Completed
Under Construction

14/0284C

Full

24-Feb-14

0

0

0

Not Started

13/0791C

Outline

02-Apr-14

4

0

4

Not Started

13/4415C

Full

24-Apr-14

2

0

2

Under Construction

13/0784C

Full

21-Oct-14

2

0

2

Not Started

14/0648C
14/1907C

Outline
Outline

20-Jan-15
25-Sep-15

6
8

0
0

6
8

Not Started
Not Started

58

28

30

Total for Period

Date: 5th November, 2015

Site Construction
Status

Page 1 of 1
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POLICY HOU01 SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY (continued)
16. Areas which were excluded from the settlement boundary included as appropriate:
a)

Curtilages of properties which have the capacity to extend the built form of the settlement.
This includes large residential gardens
Recreational or amenity space at the edge of settlements which primarily relate to the
countryside (in form or nature)
Isolated development which is physically or visually detached from the settlement (including
farm buildings or agricultural buildings, renewable energy installations)
Farm buildings adjacent to the settlement boundary where the predominant land and building
use was still agricultural.

b)
c)
d)

19. During Pre-Submission consultation comments on the Plan were received from Natural England.
2EXYVEP )RKPERH EGORS[PIHKI ERH EPWS GSR½VQ XLI MRXIVREXMSREP ERH REXMSREP WXEXYW SJ WSQI
WMXIW[MXLMRXLI4EVMWLMRXIVQWSJXLIMVWMKRM½GERGIJSVMRXIVIWXWSJREXYVIGSRWIVZEXMSR2EXYVEP
England advise that the special features of the Midland Meres and Mosses Phase 1 Ramsar Sites
are particularly sensitive to hydrological changes. They advise that there is potential for adverse
impacts to arise from new housing as a result of policy HOU0 from:
E 
 
b)

c)
17. Other considerations were taken into account when deciding what to include/exclude which
included the evidence base for the Neighbourhood Plan and local knowledge of the Parish Council,
local residents involved in plan making and its advisers. Where appropriate, site inspections were
QEHIXSGSR½VQFSYRHEVMIW8LIWIMRGPYHIH
a)
F 
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

j)

Landscape value –gateways, setting of settlement etc
0ERHXLEXEJJSVHWZMI[WMRXSSYXSJXLIWIXXPIQIRXXSXLIGSYRXV]WMHIERHJYP½PWWSQIOMRHSJ
amenity purpose
Land of unallocated recreation and amenity value
Wildlife/natural conservation interests including the important international and national sites
in Brereton.
Historic landscape and assets and their settings
Ribbon development along existing roads outside the settlement boundaries
Isolated or peripheral development - Development that has occurred which is physically
separate to the existing boundary but is functionally part of the settlement
Agricultural buildings at edge of settlement
Adjacent land which might be designated as Previously Developed Land (PDL) within the
XIVQWSJXLIHI½RMXMSRKMZIRMRXLI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO
Local knowledge and experience of the Brereton community in reviewing the boundaries for
their two settlements.

18. Note: The settlement boundary for Brereton Heath in this policy excludes an area that is beyond
the Brereton Neighbourhood Plan Designated Area. The area in question is within the boundaries
SJ 7SQIVJSVH 4EVMWL ERH [EW MRGPYHIH [MXLMR XLI -R½P &SYRHEV] SJ &VIVIXSR ,IEXL EW HI½RIH
within the Settlement Boundary policy of the Congleton Borough Local Plan 2005. This area must
VIQEMR TEVX SJ XLI -R½PP &SYRHEV] SJ XLI 'SRKPIXSR &SVSYKL 'SYRGMP 0SGEP 4PER SJ &VIVIXSR
Heath for development planning purposes until as such times that Somerford Parish Council, or
'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMPVIHI½RIMXWWXEXYW

XLIJYVXLIVQSHM½GEXMSRSJXLIL]HVSPSKMGEPJYRGXMSRSJXLIGEXGLQIRXWWYTTSVXMRKXLIWMXIW
TEVXMGYPEVP]PSWWERHSVGLERKIMRXLIGLEVEGXIVSJ[EXIVMRTYX GLIQMWXV]ERH¾S[ XSXLIWMXI
the potential changes in the water supplying the habitats of the site, the further risk of pollution
of the sensitive wetland, by activities during construction and from domestic activities post
construction
the potential for hindrance of the conservation/restoration measures necessary, both within
the site and its surrounding catchment, to achieve the sites’ conservation objectives. 20.
Natural England that the settlement boundary of Brereton Heath lies less than 700m from
Bagmere SSSI (Midlands Meres and Mosses Phase 1 Ramsar) and the settlement is within the
water catchment for the site . They would be concerned if development came forward in
Brereton Heath without adequate hydrological surveys and any necessary avoidance or
mitigation measures. Listed or proposed Wetland of International Importance under the
Ramsar Convention (Ramsar) sites are protected as a matter of Government policy.
Paragraph 118 of the NPPF applies the same protection measure as those in place for
European sites.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SC 4, SC 5, SC 6, SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A09

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B04, SD/B05, SD/B06, SD/
B07, SD/B13, SD/B14

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C06, SD/C10, SD/C15, SD/C16, SD/C17, SD/C18,
SD/C20
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POLICY HOU02 EXCEPTIONS TO NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Supporting Evidence References

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SC 4, SC 5, SC 6,
SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A09

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B04, SD/B05, SD/B07

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C10, SD/C15, SD/C17

1. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to ensure that sustainable forms of development which meet wider
national and local planning guidelines are acknowledged and planned for, even if their development
would exceed the anticipated locally assessed and evidenced housing need for this rural area. It is
therefore appropriate to identify certain categories of development which can meet such a wider
RIIHSREGEWIF]GEWIFEWMW[LMGLXLMW2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERHI½RIWEW³I\GITXMSRW´
2. Exceptions of limited sustainable development may be considered beyond the settlement
FSYRHEVMIWMHIRXM½IHMRXLMW4PER
3. 4VIZMSYWP]HIZIPSTIHPERHGSRXMRYIWXSFIXVIEXIHEWLEZMRKXLIFIRI½XWSJGIVXEMRSRWMXIWIVZMGIW
and facilities as well as having in Brereton’s case some visual impact, by reason of the previous or
current development, on the character and appearance of the open countryside. For the purposes
of this policy, ‘previously developed land’ has the meaning set out in the Glossary section of the
NPPF.
4. Similarly, existing buildings in the rural countryside of Brereton have some potential for re-use and
re-vitalisation which would provide some continuity in the local area, help support the response
to a changing climate, would reduce the requirement for new buildings and comply with wider
national and local policies.
5. 8LI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERERHSXLIVWXYHMIWLEZIGSR½VQIHERMHIRXM½EFPI RIIHJSVEJJSVHEFPI
LSYWMRK[MXLMR&VIVIXSR%KVIIR½IPHHIZIPSTQIRXSJEJJSVHEFPIYRMXW[EWETTVSZIHF]'LIWLMVI
East Council in 2012 at Dunkirk Farm in the north of the parish adjoining Holmes Chapel for
a local Registered Housing Landlord. Permission was granted as an exception to the normal
presumption to improve the supply of affordable housing locally and to enable newly forming
households in the local area to continue to live locally. Further sites may be required to meet such
needs within Brereton, but these are to be treated as exceptions to policy in accordance with the
adopted Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review and the emerging Cheshire East Local Plan.
Further guidance may be given in a Cheshire East Council Supplementary Planning Document on
Affordable Housing.
6. 8LI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PEREGORS[PIHKIWXLIFIRI½XWXLEXWSQIPMQMXIHWIPJFYMPHLSYWMRKGSYPH
bring to the local area.

POLICY HOU03 REPLACEMENT OF EXISTING DWELLING

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. The NPPF accepts that some development of high quality can be permitted within the countryside
and sets out criteria to meet these quality tests. Both the Congleton Borough Local Plan First
Review and Submission version the Cheshire East Local Plan make some provision for the
replacement of existing dwellings in the countryside.
2. This Neighbourhood Plan seeks to provide for the rebuilding or replacement of existing dwellings
in order to support the continued stewardship and enhancement of dwellings and land within the
countryside through investment and maintenance. In this way, the future stewardship of dwellings
and land can be secured for the longer term. The existing character, appearance and openness of
the countryside however need to be safeguarded in the event that planning permission is granted.
Proposals should lead to an enhancement in the appearance and quality of the local environment.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 5, PG 6, SC 4, SC 5, SC 6, SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03,SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16
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1. Cont. These serve a dual function; providing open space and play space for its own sake for
recreation, play and contributing to a healthy lifestyle, but also visually in terms of the openness
such areas can bring to help retain the open character of the countryside of the Brereton area.

POLICY HOU04 SELF-BUILD SCHEMES

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. There is a duty under the NPPF for local planning authorities to assess the local demand for selfbuild homes and to cater for them through the planning process. Self-build is when people create
a new home to their bespoke design either by building it themselves or more often by working
with an architect, builder or developer. Custom build is the term by which groups of people are
able to build their own homes on a single site.This country builds a lower proportion of self-build
units than other Western countries.
2. 8LI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PEREGORS[PIHKIWXLIFIRI½XWXLEXWSQIPMQMXIHWIPJFYMPHLSYWMRKGSYPH
bring to the local area. Firstly, they represent an opportunity for local people to continue to live
locally in a house designed to be sympathetic to a countryside location. Secondly, it provides a
different type of housing mix to that offered by house builders constructing similar designs in small
groups or estates.Thirdly, there is some evidence that due to its location and other factors, a small
number of such houses have already been constructed in Brereton in recent years, often through
the demolition and replacement of existing houses.
3. Given the wider policy constraints, it is not considered appropriate to identify the number of self
FYMPHYRMXWSVEWTIGM½GWMXIJSVXLMWX]TISJLSYWMRK[MXLMRXLI4EVMWL8LMWTSPMG]MWMRGPYHIHEW
the Plan wishes to encourage more self-build dwellings on appropriate sites. On exception sites
a Section 106 obligation is required to ensure it is constructed by or on behalf of persons with
a local connection and some continuity of occupation by local persons is secured following their
completion of building works.

Supporting Evidence References

2. Planning policies at national and local level require an appropriate provision to be made in new
housing development. The adopted Saved Policy GR22 of the Congleton Borough Local Plan
First Review requires developers to make provision for open space (including for children) in
relation to all new housing developments (or to make a commuted payment in lieu of provision if
considered appropriate).This policy is proposed to be retained as a Saved Policy in the Submission
version of the Cheshire East Local Plan. However, it is understood that the provision of open
space is likely to be a key component of the Site Allocations and Development Management part
of the Cheshire East Local Plan upon which work is to start soon. The policy has been worded in
WYGLEQERRIVEWXSVI¾IGXER]TSXIRXMEPGLERKISJTPERRMRKTSPMG]EX'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMPPIZIP
should that occur and to ensure some continuity of provision of open and play space within any
new housing development during any transitional period. The importance of the need for such a
Neighbourhood Plan policy has been recognised in strong local support through the community
surveys of the Plan.
3. 8LI0ERHWGETI'LEVEGXIV%WWIWWQIRXYRHIVXEOIRJSVXLMW2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERLEWGSR½VQIHXLI
strong rural character of the Brereton area in spite of its close proximity to the three adjacent
settlements of Sandbach, Congleton and Holmes Chapel. The community in accepting that some
local housing needs have to be accommodated within the parish also expect that if possible the
immediate amenity and recreational needs are met alongside the houses to be built.
4. The Neighbourhood Plan does not attempt to set any open space standards but provides that
open space should be provided locally within the development rather than off-site. Any off-site
provision particularly if beyond the Parish and out of short walking distance would not meet the
PSGEPRIIH+MZIRXLIVYVEPREXYVISJXLIEVIEWYGLTVSZMWMSR[SYPHFISJRSFIRI½XSVYWIXS
future occupiers of new properties nor would it assist in mitigating any visual impact arising from
the housing development upon the open countryside.

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6,
SC 4, SC 5, SC 6, SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A09

Supporting Evidence References

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B04, SD/B05,
SD/B07

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6
SD/B07: GR22

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C10, SD/C15, SD/C17

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16

POLICY HOU05 PROVISION OF OPEN SPACE IN NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. Accessible and safe amenity play spaces and play areas, beyond the curtilage of each property, are
essential when new housing is built, to meet the needs of residents and visitors.
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POLICY HOU06 PRESERVATION OF EXISTING OPEN SPACES

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. The parish lies within the Cheshire countryside and the Landscape Assessment Study for this
2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERLEWGSR½VQIHXLIMQTSVXERXVSPISJXLIGSYRXV]WMHIMRGVIEXMRKXLIIWWIRXMEP
characteristics of the Brereton area. This policy seeks to ensure that any new development is
respectful of the existing open landscape character which is acknowledged is formed from a
variety of different land uses.

6. Outdoor space for active uses can include a range of small scale recreational or sporting activities
and pursuits aimed at serving the local population. Any uses should not require ancillary buildings
or facilities as the primary purposes of these areas is their contribution to the visual amenity of
the area including its openness. In making decisions as to the appropriateness of particular uses
on any one site, account should be taken of the nature of the proposed activities or pursuits.
The ability of the site to sustain that use on the long term should also be taken into account. Any
activity or pursuit should not become a dominant feature in the local countryside or landscape.
In principle acceptable examples of outdoor activity may include walking, rambling, orienteering,
nature trails, cycling and horse riding.

2. Existing Saved Policy GR5 of the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review requires development
to respect or enhance the landscape character of the former Congleton Borough which includes
Brereton. That policy is proposed to be deleted as a Saved Policy by the Local Plan Strategy. The
Strategy states that GR5 will be superseded by Policy SE 4 of the Local Plan which sets out the
Council’s approach to landscape protection. However, this policy is a strategic one intended to
apply to the whole of the Cheshire East Council area. It does set out some general principles
against which any development can be assessed in terms of its impact on the landscape. The
Neighbourhood Plan proposes a more detailed and appropriate policy response in the light of the
substantial landscape evidence which is now available.

Supporting Evidence References

3. This Policy is considered to be consistent with SE 4 of the Cheshire East Local Plan, particularly
in complying with the criteria set out in item 2 of SE 4 as to what the expectations are of new
development in terms of the landscape.The policy seeks to promote the preservation and promotion
SJPSGEPHMWXMRGXMZIRIWWERHHMZIVWMX]8LEXHMWXMRGXMZIRIWWERHHMZIVWMX]LEWFIIRGSR½VQIHMRXLI
Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton commissioned for this Neighbourhood Plan. The
%WWIWWQIRXLEWMHIRXM½IHMQTSVXERXI\MWXMRKZMWXEWERHTVSZMHIWXLIIZMHIRGIJSVIWXEFPMWLMRKER]
buffer zones to protect visual amenity.

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SE 4
SD/B07: GR5, A10

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B10, SD/B11,
SD/B12, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16

4. The policy is also intended to inform development management decision making within Cheshire
East. The Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton report will be a material planning
consideration in its own right in the determination of planning applications having been recently
prepared, at a local level and by a professional and independent consultancy practice.
5. In all new housing developments in the former Congleton Borough, minimum distances were set
out for the distances between dwellings facing each other.An absolute minimum of 21.3metres (70
ft) has been used and has been used in many other Cheshire towns over a long period in an effort
XSGVIEXIWYJ½GMIRXTVMZEXISTIRWTEGIFIX[IIRERH[MXLMRRI[VIWMHIRXMEPHIZIPSTQIRXEVIEW
Supplementary Planning Guidance Note 2: Provision of Private Open Space in New Residential
Developments (November 1993) was updated and incorporated into the Appendix A10 of the
Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review. This minimum standard is therefore a continuation
of an existing approved planning policy for the Brereton area. In terms of the upper guidelines
½KYVISJQIXVIWXLMWLEWFIIRFEWIHSRXLI0ERHWGETI'LEVEGXIV%WWIWWQIRXJSV&VIVIXSRERH
an application of its principles to the character and appearance of the open countryside within
Brereton.
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POLICY HOU07 PROVISION OF BUILDING LINE IN NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

POLICY HOU08 HOUSING MIX

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

1. 8LI0ERHWGETI'LEVEGXIV%WWIWWQIRXJSV&VIVIXSRMHIRXM½IWVMFFSRHIZIPSTQIRXEPSRKXLIQEMR
roads as the predominant existing nature of housing development. This policy seeks to emphasise
the need to respect the open character of the countryside in the construction of any housing
development along the main roads. In addition, the provision of an open frontage between new
houses and the adjacent main road will improve the opportunities for more sustainable forms of
transport to be accommodated alongside the highway. This policy would facilitate improvements
XSVSEHWEJIX]JSVEPPYWIVW[LMGLLEWFIIRMHIRXM½IHXLVSYKLIRKEKIQIRX[MXLPSGEPGSQQYRMX]
ERHMWEPWSVI¾IGXIHMRTSPMGMIWMRXLI8VERWTSVXTSPMG]WIGXMSRSJXLMW2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PER

1. The Parish Council undertook a Rural Affordable Housing Needs Survey in conjunction with the
Housing service of Cheshire East Council to help inform the policies of this Plan. Cheshire East
Council analysed the data for the survey. The provision of smaller housing units to meet local
RIIHW[EWETEVXMGYPEVVIUYMVIQIRX[LMGLRIIHWXSFIVI¾IGXIHMRXLIHIWMKRERHXIRYVISJRI[
development. This survey is consistent with a Housing Needs Survey undertaken by Congleton
Borough Council in 2004.

2. The main roads through the Plan area, the A50, A54, A534 and A5022, provide open and straight
vistas for drivers which in turn creates opportunities for faster journey times and overtaking.
However, this in turn threatens the safety of slower moving vehicles and other road users travelling
though the settlements.
3. Furthermore, this is combined with the existing limited opportunities for safe travel for slower
QSZMRKXVEJ½GEHNEGIRXXSERHWITEVEXIJVSQFYXEPSRKWMHIXLILMKL[E]ZMEEHIHMGEXIHVSYXIERH
WITEVEXIH F] E ZIVKI 7PS[IV QSZMRK XVEJ½G MRGPYHIW XVEGXSVW LSVWIW FMG]GPIW TIHIWXVMERW ERH
vehicles in close proximity to the local primary school.

2. There are Saved Policies in the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review which are relevant.
Saved Policy H13 addresses the provision of Affordable Housing while policy H14 deals with
rural exception housing to meet local needs. The Cheshire East Local Plan seeks to delete those
policie upon adoption of the new Local Plan. The Submission version of the Local Plan would
replace those two policies with new policy SC5 concerning Affordable Housing and new policy
SC6 dealing with Rural Exceptions Housing for Local Needs.
3. 8LI2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERLEWFIIRTVITEVIHMRGSRWYPXEXMSR[MXLXLI,SYWMRKERH4PERRMRKSJ½GIVW
of Cheshire East Council.This Policy seeks to conform with both the existing Congleton Borough
Local Plan First Review and Saved Policies and the Submission version of the Cheshire East Local
Plan. This Policy will enable small scale schemes to come forward which may be of mixed tenure
designed to meet a variety of local needs and supported by a viability study.

4. The provision of such a gap therefore has a number of aims. The safety of all those using these
VSEHW MW XLI TVMQEV] EMQ MR XLI ½VWX MRWXERGI -R XLI PSRKIV XIVQ F] VIXEMRMRK E FYMPHMRK PMRI
STTSVXYRMXMIWJSVMRGVIQIRXEPMQTVSZIQIRXWMRWEJIX]QIEWYVIWXSWITEVEXIXLIXVEJ½GXLVSYKL
XLIGVIEXMSRSJVSYXIWJSVPSGEPVEXLIVXLERXLVSYKLXVEJ½G8LMW[SYPHMRGPYHITVSZMWMSRJSVQSVI
sustainable forms of transport adjacent to the highways. Another important aim of this policy is to
support other policies aimed at retaining the openness of the character of the Cheshire Plain at
XLMWTSMRXEWGSR½VQIHMRXLI0ERHWGETI'LEVEGXIV%WWIWWQIRXJSV&VIVIXSR

4. Community support for a balanced provision of new housing to address local needs has been
consistently supported throughout the stages of the Neighbourhood Plan.The policy provides for
priority to be given to those with previous local connections, but also acknowledges that there
may be other local needs such as key workers who may require local accommodation through
their employment. Self-build schemes of an appropriate small scale property to meet future local
needs may also meet this policy.

Supporting Evidence References

Supporting Evidence References

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SC 4, SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B09, SD/B10, SD/
B11, SD/B12, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SC 5, SC 6,
SD 1, SD 2, SD/B07: H13

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A09

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B04, SD/B05, SD/B06,
SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C06, SD/C10, SD/C16, SD/C17

SD/C12, SD/C16
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POLICY HOU09 HOUSING FOR LOCAL PEOPLE

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. Policy SC 6 of the submitted Cheshire East Local Plan is concerned with rural exceptions housing
JSVPSGEPRIIHW3RISJXLIGVMXIVMEXSFIWEXMW½IHMJEVYVEPI\GITXMSRW%JJSVHEFPI,SYWMRKWGLIQI
is to be permitted concerns a limit on the number of dwellings to be built in any one scheme
which is set at a maximum of 10 units. By applying the principle of a maximum of 10 units for all
new developments, this Policy provides that any sites with 10 or more units in any category of
housing, 10% of all new units should have a local connection.
This would be applied by rounding down as follows: 1 unit for local connection for 10-19 units, 2
units for local connection for 20-29 units, 3 units for local connection for 30-39 unit, etc.
The evidence for this policy derives from the housing studies undertaken for the Neighbourhood
4PERF]'LIWLMVI)EWX'SYRGMPERHXLI4EVMWL'SYRGMP8LIWILEZIGSR½VQIHXLIPSGEPGSRWYPXEXMSR
about the Neighbourhood Plan that people want to continue to live in the Brereton area when
their personal or family circumstances change. The policy provides an opportunity for one local
family to occupy a property within any larger schemes in the Parish, thereby also helping to
improve social cohesion as well as giving some priority to local owner occupiers.
 %TIVMSHSJQSRXLWMWGSRWMHIVIHEVIEWSREFPISRIMR[LMGLXSEPPS[EPSGEPRIIHXSFIMHIRXM½IH
and the necessary documentation and legal completion to be achieved. A shorter period may
GVIEXIHMJ½GYPXMIWJSVTVSWTIGXMZIPSGEPTYVGLEWIVWXSQEOIXLIEVVERKIQIRXWVIUYMVIH%PSRKIV
period would result in a newly habitable dwelling being unoccupied when there is a national
VIUYMVIQIRXJSVQSVILSYWIWXSGSQIJSV[EVHJSVJEQMPMIW8LMW½KYVILEWFIIRMRJSVQIHF]XLI
URS Housing Needs Advice for Brereton (SD/C17) and local knowledge and experience of the
local housing market in Brereton.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SC 4, SC 5, SC 6,
SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A09

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B04, SD/B05, SD/B07,
SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C10, SD/C15, SD/C16, SD/C17
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POLICY HOU10 THE LAYOUT AND DESIGN OF NEW HOUSING

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. Paragraphs 55-56 of the NPPF set out the general policy to be applied to design, in particular that
all developments should achieve a high standard of design. The need for this policy derives on
the one hand from the local character of the Brereton area which comprises an open landscape
typical of the Cheshire Plain with distance views beyond. It also derives from the need to identify
the particular design characteristics of the local area and to provide a local planning framework
for future designs.This Policy seeks to ensure that these characteristics are not just retained in any
RI[HIZIPSTQIRXFYXEGXYEPP]IRLERGIMXWETTIEVERGIERHWTIGM½GUYEPMXMIWJSVJYXYVIKIRIVEXMSRW
2. 8LI OI] JIEXYVIW SJ XLI I\MWXMRK WIXXPIQIRX TEXXIVR EVI MHIRXM½IH MR XLI 0ERHWGETI 'LEVEGXIV
Assessment for Brereton undertaken for this Neighbourhood Plan. Brereton Green and Brereton
Heath are the only residential areas recognised in the relevant local planning policies set out in the
Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review. Elsewhere a dispersed settlement pattern can be seen
within a predominantly agricultural landscape. These attributes, together with previous landscape
assessments at a wider spatial scale, should not only be respected in any further development
SJ XLI TEVMWL FYX EPWS FI VI¾IGXIH MR XLI PE]SYX ERH HIWMKR SJ RI[ LSYWMRK [LIXLIV XLEX MW
ancillary buildings for domestic use, extensions to existing houses, conversion of existing buildings
to residential use or the erection of new dwellings.
3. The submitted Cheshire East Local Plan policy SE 1 sets out the policy criteria for all development
proposals to satisfy in order to ensure they make a positive contribution to their surroundings.
As Cheshire East has a unique character, Brereton not only lies at the centre of the Cheshire
Plain but is also particularly typical of the Cheshire landscape and countryside with its dispersed
building pattern.
4. The criteria against which the layout and design of new housing will be assessed are based on the
emerging and existing adopted Local Plan policies and national guidance which puts design quality
at the centre of the decision making process for planning permissions. Cheshire East Council is
also intending to produce a Supplementary Planning Document on Design which would provide
further guidance at a Cheshire East level.
5. This policy seeks to ensure that new development is not only sympathetic to the rural character
of the area, but at the same time complements existing development and achieves high standards
appropriate for an attractive and high quality environment. Housing schemes of any size should be
SJELMKLUYEPMX][LMGLVIWTIGXERHVI¾IGXXLIPSGEPWXSGOSJFYMPHMRKWX]PIW-RVIGSKRMXMSRSJMXW
importance and relevance, the Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton report will be a key
component in the assessment of the layout and design of schemes.

6. There has been substantial community support for local design guidance for those developments
which comply with the other policies at national, Cheshire East and Parish scale. It is a community
EWTMVEXMSRXLEXHIWMKRWXERHEVHWWLSYPHFIWIXLMKLXSVI¾IGXXLIUYEPMX]SJXLIPSGEPIRZMVSRQIRX
It is considered that this policy is consistent with the NPPF and with existing and emerging
Development Plan policy as well as previous local guidance.
7. The former Congleton Borough Council adopted a Supplementary Design Guidance for
Sustainable Development in 2009. It retains some status in making planning decisions for the
former Congleton Borough area. It was however a Borough-wide document with generic guidance
and advice for prospective applicants for planning permission and their advisors. Its status will be
reviewed in due time by Cheshire East Council as the successor Local Planning Authority.
8. Design guidance is provided by both the NPPF and NPPG. The Saved Policy GR2 from the
'SRKPIXSR &SVSYKL 0SGEP 4PER *MVWX 6IZMI[ GSRGIVRW HIWMKR ERH MW XLI GYVVIRX QSWX WTIGM½G
local guidance on design matters. The Cheshire East Local Plan document proposes to delete
this policy and replace it instead with a group of other design policies. Policy SE1 sets out a
comprehensive approach to design and additional policies at SE 2-4, and SE 6-9 deal with matters
SJIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]XLILMWXSVMGIRZMVSRQIRXERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPTVSXIGXMSR-RTEVXMGYPEVXLIVI
are some matters covered within policies SE 1 and SE 9 which are particularly relevant to and of
interest to the community of Brereton. However, the link between the local community support
to achieve high environmental standards for new development, the strategic Cheshire East wide
policies set out in the Strategy and the Brereton Landscape Assessment Study have all led the
community to include a more bespoke and detailed design policy for new housing to be included
in the Neighbourhood Local Plan.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, PG 6, SD 1, SD 2, SE 1, SE 8,
SD/B07: GR2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07,

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/
B08, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C17
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1RWH'H¼QLWLRQRI/RFDO+RXVLQJ&RQQHFWLRQV

Note: Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople within the Cheshire East area

1. Brereton lies in the centre of Cheshire East, has very good transport links by rail and road
both locally and regionally and is a popular choice for housing by a wide range of groups of
occupiers. Through this policy, the Neighbourhood Plan seeks to ensure that at least some
priority in the local housing market, in both affordable and open market housing is given
to local families and residents. Such a policy complies with the aspirations of national and
local planning guidance in terms of sustainable development and community cohesion. It is
accepted that local needs can arise by reason of housing or employment within the Parish of
Brereton.

1. National planning policy for traveller sites is set out in the document “Planning Policy for Traveller Sites”
published in March 2012 (SD/A13) at the same time as the NPPF. The aim of this national policy is to
require all local planning authorities (in this case Cheshire East Council) to make their own assessments
of the need for traveller sites which both facilitate the way of life of travellers and yet respects the
interests of existing settled communities.The policy clearly sets out what actions authorities have to take
in respect of traveller sites and these include:
a)
Making their own assessment of the need for sites
b)
Working with other local authorities to develop strategies to meet the need through the
 MHIRXM½GEXMSRSJWMXIW

2. The Taylor review of local economies and housing demonstrated the interrelationship
between and the vision of a living, working and sustainable countryside. The criteria for a
VIWMHIRG]ERHIQTPS]QIRXUYEPM½GEXMSREVIFEWIHSREWIVMIWSJJEGXSVWMRGPYHMRKVIWMHIRG]
personal and family relationships and nature of the employment situation. It is evident from
the Housing Needs Advice for Brereton report that those in employment in the area are
highly likely to work from home or to have a long daily commute or to have a combination of
these on different days of the week or other work patterns. Such is the nature of employment
in a small community in the middle of the Cheshire East countryside which is accessible to
the local conurbations of Merseyside, Greater Manchester and the West Midlands for a daily
commute. It is our aspiration through these criteria that Brereton continues to develop and
grow at a modest rate, yet acknowledging those who have already made it their home or
place of employment.
 8LMWHI½RMXMSRSRP]ETTPMIWXSWIPJFYMPHERHGIVXEMRSTIRQEVOIXWGLIQIWEWWIXSYXMRTSPMGMIW
HOU05 and HOU09 of this plan. These should not be confused with the current policies
for affordable housing which are set out in national guidance and the relevant policies for
affordable and low rent housing set out in the Congleton Borough Local Plan 2005 (Policies
H13 and H14). Cheshire East Council’s proposed policies for affordable housing are set out in
the emerging Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy at policy SC 5 and SC 6. Once adopted in their
current or amended form following public examination, it is the Borough Council’s intention
to provide more guidance on affordable housing in a Supplementary Planning Document.

2. Cheshire East Council has responded in a number of ways to these requirements:
a)
A gypsy and traveller accommodation assessment was prepared and published in January 2014 on
behalf of the four unitary boroughs lying within the former county area of Cheshire which set out
the proposed provision over 5 year periods until 2018
b)
A strategic planning policy for accommodating gypsies and travelling show people has been included
in the submitted version of the Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy which sets out how the Council
will consider meeting their needs (policy SC 7 of the submitted Plan refers)
c)
Sites for gypsies and travellers are proposed to be allocated in the Site Allocations and
Development Policies Development Plan Document which will be prepared and subject to
consultation and examination following the approval of the Local Plan Strategy.
3. Existing development plan policy for gypsy caravan sites within Brereton is set out at policy H8 of the
Congleton Borough Local Plan First review (2005).That policy is proposed to be deleted in the submitted
version of the Cheshire East Local Plan and would be superseded by proposed new policy SC 7.
4. National policy guidance has therefore placed full responsibility on Cheshire East Council through these
various planning tools to actively plan for traveller accommodation. Cheshire East Council has provided
clear evidence that it takes these responsibilities very seriously and is progressing in consultation with
adjoining local authorities how to meet the arising need across the whole Borough. The introduction of
a neighbourhood plan policy would therefore be inappropriate and potentially prejudicial to that work.
Furthermore, Cheshire East Council has been consulted throughout the preparation of the Plan and
has not requested that the Plan seeks to address any traveller needs. Opportunities for the traveller
community to contribute to the plan making process are available through the Local Plan Strategy
examination and later on through the Site Allocations and Development Policies document. Planning
for travellers at a neighbourhood level would be inappropriate as it is clear that such planning would be
contrary to national and Borough planning policies which require a more strategic approach in respect
of locating such development in proximity to appropriate facilities and services and in respect of the
potential impact on the character and appearance of the countryside.
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Community Facilities

POLICY COM02 NEW COMMUNITY HUB POSSIBLE USES

POLICY COM01 NEW COMMUNITY HUB: SITE PLANNING

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. Brereton Parish does not have a dedicated community building or centre for use by members of
XLIGSQQYRMX]EW[IPPEWKYIWXW8LIGSQQYRMX]IRKEKIQIRXJSVXLI4PERLEWMHIRXM½IHIZMHIRGISJ
support for a bespoke community centre to serve the wide variety of local groups and organisations
currently using other facilities within or beyond the parish. It is considered that a community hub,
similar to those in other parishes within Cheshire in recent years, would also increase community
GSLIWMSRERHEWIRWISJPSGEPMHIRXMX]8LIVIEVIRSWTIGM½GWMXIWMHIRXM½IHMRXLMW4PEREWXLIRSXMSR
of a dedicated community building is a relatively new proposal. The means by which it might be
delivered will be considered in the Implementation Plan for the Neighbourhood Plan. Rather, this
policy sets out the appropriate planning criteria against which any new proposed community centre
would need to be considered whatever the sources of funding, land and other resources needed to
bring it forward over the plan period to 2030.
2. 8LI 7XVSRKIV 'SQQYRMXMIW WIGXMSR MR XLI 7YFQMWWMSR ZIVWMSR SJ XLI 0SGEP 4PER GSR½VQW XLEX
Cheshire East Council will work with providers to ensure that appropriate infrastructure is provided
across a range of community services and facilities. As a small rural parish, Brereton only provides
a limited number of these within the local area. The buildings which serve these uses have been
TVMQEVMP] HIWMKRIH XS QIIX WTIGM½G RIIHW WYGL EW IHYGEXMSR JEMXL SV SXLIV PSGEP KVSYT [MXL ER
absence of any building to meet whole community needs. The Parish Council is aware of similar
facilities being developed in Cheshire as village halls in partnership with other organisations and
wishes to encourage such provision within the parish.
3. The majority of policies in the Recreation and Community Facilities chapter of the Congleton Borough
Local Plan First Review are proposed to be saved within the Submission version of the Cheshire East
0SGEP4PER7EZIH4SPMG]6'MWWMKRM½GERXMRXIVQWSJWIIOMRKXSVIXEMRERHIRLERGIPSGEPGSQQYRMX]
facilities and ensuring they continue to contribute to local life. Saved Policy RC1 currently provides
a criteria-based policy by which any new application might be assessed. This policy would no longer
be saved if the Cheshire East Local Plan is adopted as submitted. It will be replaced by Policy SC 1
Leisure and Recreation which does not have the same level of detail. This policy conforms generally
with Policy SC 1 and indeed complements it at the local level of this Neighbourhood Plan.

1. In order to support the bringing forward of a community centre, some consideration has been
given in the preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan as to the range of possible uses which
such a building might need to accommodate. The possible uses set out in this policy have
been derived from community engagement and local knowledge about the variety and range
of Existing Community Facilities (ref. SD/C22). The aspiration is to create uses which have a
GSQQYRMX]FIRI½XMRXIVQWSJTVSZMHMRKWTEGIJSVI\MWXMRKWIVZMGIWXSFIHIPMZIVIHPSGEPP]ERH
also have the potential for new services to be made available so that residents would be able
to access them without having to travel into adjoining towns and settlements as happens at
present. Such a facility would also afford opportunities for local organisations and clubs to meet
on a regular basis closer to where people live. The selection of uses is intended to be indicative
EXXLI4PERQEOMRKWXEKIEWQSVIHIXEMPIHJIEWMFMPMX][SVO[SYPHFIVIUYMVIHFIJSVIEWTIGM½G
brief for uses is prepared. Experience elsewhere suggests that uses of rural community halls
and centres can and do change in any event once a local community centre has been built. The
delivery of such a facility would require the strong support of the local community including the
Parish Council.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SC 1, SC 3, SD 1, SD 2

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07,
SD/B13, SD/B18

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SC 1, SC 2, SD 1, SD 2, SD/B07: RC1

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03,
SD/B07, SD/B13, SD/B18

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16
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POLICY COM03 EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES

POLICY COM04 PROVISION OF NEW COMMUNITY FACILITIES

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

1. 8LI GSQQYRMX] IRKEKIQIRX JSV XLI 4PER LEW MHIRXM½IH IZMHIRGI SJ WYTTSVX JVSQ XLI PSGEP
community to retain those community buildings which serve the variety of local groups and
organisations currently within the parish.

1. 8LI GSQQYRMX] IRKEKIQIRX JSV XLI 4PER LEW MHIRXM½IH IZMHIRGI SJ WYTTSVX JVSQ XLI PSGEP
community for further community buildings to serve the variety of local groups and organisations
currently within the parish.

2. 8LI 7XVSRKIV 'SQQYRMXMIW WIGXMSR MR XLI 7YFQMWWMSR ZIVWMSR SJ XLI 0SGEP 4PER GSR½VQW XLEX
Cheshire East Council will work with providers to ensure that appropriate infrastructure is
provided across a range of community services and facilities. As a small rural parish, Brereton only
provides a limited number of these within the local area, listed in Existing Community Facilities
VIJ7(' 8LIFYMPHMRKW[LMGLWIVZIXLIWIYWIWLEZIFIIRTVMQEVMP]HIWMKRIHXSQIIXWTIGM½G
needs such as education, faith or other local group. This policy seeks to allow for the continued
provision and expansion of these facilities.

2. 8LI 7XVSRKIV 'SQQYRMXMIW WIGXMSR SJ XLI WYFQMXXIH 'LIWLMVI )EWX 0SGEP 4PER GSR½VQW XLEX
Cheshire East Council will work with providers to ensure that appropriate infrastructure is
provided across a range of community services and facilities. As a small rural parish, Brereton only
provides a limited number of these within the local area.The buildings which serve these uses have
FIIRTVMQEVMP]HIWMKRIHXSQIIXWTIGM½GRIIHWWYGLEWIHYGEXMSRJEMXLSVSXLIVPSGEPKVSYT8LMW
policy seeks to allow for the development of new facilities subject to appropriate environmental
safeguards.

3. The majority of policies in the Recreation and Community Facilities chapter of the Congleton
Borough Local Plan First Review are proposed to be saved within the Submission version of
XLI 0SGEP 4PER 7EZIH 4SPMG] 6' MW WMKRM½GERX MR XIVQW SJ WIIOMRK XS VIXEMR ERH IRLERGI PSGEP
community facilities and ensuring they continue to contribute to local life. Saved Policy RC1
currently provides a criteria-based policy by which any new application might be assessed. This
policy would no longer be saved if the Cheshire East Local Plan is adopted as submitted. It will be
replaced by Policy SC 1 Leisure and Recreation which does not have the same level of detail. This
policy conforms generally with Policy SC 1 and indeed complements it at the local level of this
Neighbourhood Plan.

3. The majority of policies in the Recreation and Community Facilities chapter of the Congleton
Borough Local Plan First Review are proposed to be saved within the Submission version of
XLI 0SGEP 4PER 7EZIH 4SPMG] 6' MW WMKRM½GERX MR XIVQW SJ WIIOMRK XS VIXEMR ERH IRLERGI PSGEP
community facilities and ensuring they continue to contribute to local life. Saved Policy RC1
currently provides a criteria-based policy by which any new application might be assessed. This
policy would no longer be saved if the Cheshire East Local Plan is adopted as submitted. It will be
replaced by Policy SC 1 Leisure and Recreation which does not have the same level of detail. This
policy conforms generally with Policy SC 1 and indeed complements it at the local level of this
Neighbourhood Plan.

4. The Parish Council may nominate a building or a piece of land the use of which furthers the cultural,
social or leisure interests of the local community. If the nomination is accepted by Cheshire East
'SYRGMPERHXLIGYVVIRXS[RIVHIGMHIWXSWIPPXLIEWWIXXLIRXLI4EVMWL'SYRGMP[SYPHFIRSXM½IH
and given time to raise funds to buy the asset if they chose to do so. Cheshire East Council would
make any decision as to the listing in accordance with The Assets of Community Value (England)
Regulations 2012 (SD/A13), and would also consult with the owner.

Supporting Evidence References

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SC 1, SC 3, SD 1, SD 2,
SD/B07: RC1

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A13

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13, SD/B18

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SC 1, SC 3, SD 1, SD 2,
SD/B07: RC1

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13, SD/B18

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16
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POLICY COM05 PROVISION OF ALLOTMENTS & ADDITIONAL CAR PARKING

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. 8LI GSQQYRMX] IRKEKIQIRX JSV XLI 4PER LEW MHIRXM½IH IZMHIRGI SJ WYTTSVX JVSQ XLI PSGEP
community for both these facilities, one to serve a local need, the other to serve a wider need
arising from the popularity of local countryside attractions to car-borne visitors from the wider
region.
2. 8LI 7XVSRKIV 'SQQYRMXMIW WIGXMSR SJ XLI WYFQMXXIH 'LIWLMVI )EWX 0SGEP 4PER GSR½VQW XLEX
Cheshire East Council will work with providers to ensure that appropriate infrastructure is
provided across a range of community services and facilities. This policy seeks to allow for the
HIZIPSTQIRXSJX[SWTIGM½GRI[JEGMPMXMIWWYFNIGXXSETTVSTVMEXIIRZMVSRQIRXEPWEJIKYEVHW
3. The majority of policies in the Recreation and Community Facilities chapter of the Congleton
Borough Local Plan First Review are proposed to be saved within the Submission version of the
0SGEP4PER7EZIH4SPMG]6'SJXLI'SRKPIXSR&SVSYKL0SGEP4PER*MVWX6IZMI[MWWMKRM½GERXMR
terms of seeking to retain and enhance local community facilities and ensuring they continue to
contribute to local life. Saved Policy RC1 currently provides a criteria-based policy by which any
new application might be assessed. This policy would no longer be saved if the Cheshire East
Local Plan is adopted as submitted. It will be replaced by Policy SC1 Leisure and Recreation which
does not have the same level of detail. This policy conforms generally with Policy SC1 and indeed
complements it at the local level of this Neighbourhood Plan.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SC 1, SC 3, SD 1, SD 2
SD/B07: RC1

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07,
SD/B13, SD/B18

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16
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Business and Economic Activity
POLICY BUS01 RURAL ECONOMY

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. The NPPF urges a positive approach towards sustainable new development in rural areas.Towards
this aim, consultation on the Neighbourhood Plan has sought to engage with the local business
community. Local companies are in a very good position to identify how previous and existing
planning policies, mainly of restraint on development in rural areas, may have constrained their
business development and other opportunities. The Taylor Report and more recent national
TPERRMRKERHSXLIVEHZMGIERHKYMHERGILEZIEPPIQTLEWM^IHXLIRIIHJSVEQSVI¾I\MFPIETTVSEGL
to the needs of business than has been in evidence in previous planning for rural Cheshire. This
Plan seeks to encourage a more enabling role for business development, whilst set within the
general context that growth and development can sustain the working and living rural area which
the community of Brereton wishes to see. The rural economy needs to offer a range of skill and
employment opportunities which meet the needs of existing and future residents.
2. 8LI GSQQYRMX] IRKEKIQIRX JSV XLI 4PER LEW MHIRXM½IH IZMHIRGI SJ WYTTSVX JVSQ XLI PSGEP
community for local business activities as well as those supporting tourism and countryside uses in
the Brereton area. Brereton is a popular area for day visitors due to the variety of its countrysideled local visitor and tourist attractions and the easy and convenient motorway access to the
local area. The Plan seeks to acknowledge the potential of these existing facilities in meeting the
objectives of positive planning. In particular, the Plan seeks to encourage:
a)
Development which supports investment within the rural economy
b)
Development which supports existing local businesses within the parish
c)
Development of businesses which offer local products and services (including food and
drink) linked to their mid-Cheshire and rural provenance.

6. New Local Plan policy EG 2 provides support for appropriate development to support the rural
economy where it meets selected criteria. New Policy EG 4 concerns Tourism and it also seeks to
comply with the NPPF. Sustainable rural tourism and leisure development are also supported in
XLI244*MJXLI]FIRI½XXSYVMWQMRVYVEPEVIEWVYVEPGSQQYRMXMIWERHZMWMXSVWERH[LMGLVIWTIGXW
the character of the countryside.
7. Policy BUS01 is considered to comply with the NPPF and the relevant policies in the Local Plan
proposed as replacements for the Saved Policies of the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

EG 2, EG 4, PG 5, PG 6, SD 1, SD 2,
SD/B07: E5, E6

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A10

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13, SD/B19,
SD/B20

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16

3. The NPPF provides that planning policies should support economic growth in rural areas in order
to create jobs and prosperity by taking a positive attitude towards sustainable new development.
8LMWTSPMG]VI¾IGXWXLI244*
4. Policies E5 and E6 of the adopted Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review set out the
assessment criteria for employment development in the villages listed (including Brereton Green)
and the Open Countryside in which the majority of the plan area is located. Those policies predate the NPPF and are both proposed to be deleted from the Saved Policies of the Congleton
Borough Local Plan First Review Plan in the Submission version of the Local Plan.
5. The Submission version of the Local Plan states that new policies PG6, PG5 and EG2 are intended
to set out the spatial distribution of development across Cheshire East and also address the
matter of planning policy to apply for the open countryside and the rural economy.
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Protect the Rural Environment
POLICY ENV01 THE LANDSCAPE VISION AND DEVELOPMENT

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. The NPPF states that the conservation of the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside is
acknowledged as a core planning principle. Previous planning policies at both County and Borough
PIZIPLEZIMHIRXM½IHXLIMQTSVXERXJIEXYVIWSJXLI'LIWLMVIPERHWGETIERHLEZIWSYKLXXSEGLMIZI
an appropriate balance between the protection and management of the rural landscape, including
its key features, and enabling development which supports and enhances the landscape. The open
character of the Brereton area is its principal characteristic although there are variations within it.
There have been landscape designations in other plans, but in preparing this Plan the community
wishes to acknowledge and identify the particular local characteristics of the landscape and the
many ways that landscape is valued by the community and visitors alike.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SE 4, SE 5

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A10

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16

2. Towards this end, a Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton was commissioned. Its purpose
was to assist and support a neighbourhood-level designation of landscape value.This designation is
not at the same level in the hierarchy of protection as the ‘Local Landscape Designations’ set out
in policy SE 4 of the submitted Cheshire East Local Plan.
3. This policy is intended to complement the strategic policy in the emerging Local Plan, but also to
supersede at a local level the relevant Saved Policies in Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review
which will be deleted by the Local Plan. Saved Policies PS8 Open Countryside and PS9 Areas of
Special County Value (ASCV) would provide protection of the open countryside and the Dane
Valley ASCV from inappropriate development. Saved Policy PS8 may be replaced in due course by a
policy in Part 2 of the Cheshire East Local Plan for Site Allocations and Development Management
policies. It is likely that Policy SE 4 of the submitted Cheshire East Local Plan will continue to
control development in the open countryside. The Neighbourhood Plan has sought to identify
XLSWIWTIGM½GEVIEWSJPSGEPZEPYIXLEXLEZIFIIRMHIRXM½IHXLVSYKLXLIXIGLRMGEPIZMHIRGIWIXSYX
in the Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton, and how developments might be assessed
in these areas. Policy PS9 which is relevant in relation to the Dane Valley ASCV will be replaced by
provisions in Policy SE 4 The Landscape which relate to Local Landscape Designations.This special
area will therefore continue to be protected.
4. 8LI GSQQYRMX] IRKEKIQIRX JSV XLI 4PER LEW MHIRXM½IH IZMHIRGI SJ PSGEP GSQQYRMX] WYTTSVX
JSV PERHWGETI GSRWIVZEXMSR ERH MHIRXM½IW XLI IVSWMSR SJ I\MWXMRK ZMWXEW ERH KVIIR WTEGIW F]
unsympathetic development as a key issue which threatens the rural natural environment.
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POLICY ENV02 OPEN LANDSCAPE VIEWS

E

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

b)

1. The conservation of the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside is a main planning
objective of the NPPF.The characteristics of local landscapes are recognised as important features
of each area and the Cheshire Plain is recognised as a distinctive character-area of low lying gently
rolling countryside. More than that however, the part of the Cheshire Plain lying within the Parish
of Brereton affords open views towards another distinctive Cheshire landscape form, that of the
4IEO(MWXVMGXJVMRKIEVIEXSXLIIEWXSJ1EGGPIW½IPHXS[R
2. The policies in both the Submission version of the Cheshire East Local Plan and Saved Policies of
the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review both acknowledge the distinctive character of the
Cheshire landscape at this point, including setting general requirements for landscape impact and
compliance for any development.
3. The landscape character of the Brereton area has previously been assessed at a number of spatial
WGEPIW8LI4EVMWL'SYRGMPGSQQMWWMSRIHXLIVITSVXXSIREFPIWTIGM½GTSPMGMIWERHTVMRGMTPIWXSFI
developed for the area which would form the basis of a Neighbourhood Plan area-wide landscape
strategy. The report provides a robust evidence base upon which the landscape components of
the Plan have been prepared.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, SE 4

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16

POLICY ENV03 NATURE CONSERVATION

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. Both the NPPF and the Natural Environment White Paper ‘The Natural Choice: Securing the
:EPYISJ2EXYVI´GSR½VQXLEXWTEXMEPTPERRMRKWLSYPHGSRXVMFYXIXSERHIRLERGIXLIREXYVEPERH
local environment in various ways. Cheshire has many areas of high nature conservation value
ERHXLMWMWVI¾IGXIHMRFSXLI\MWXMRKTPERWERHPSGEPP][MXLMRXLI&VIVIXSREVIE4SPMG]7)SJXLI
submitted Cheshire East Local Plan sets out the strategic policy for areas of high biodiversity
and geodiversity value and how they are proposed to be considered in relation to development
proposals coming forward.
 8LIVIPEXMZIWMKRM½GERGISJREXYVIGSRWIVZEXMSRWMXIWMWFEWIHSRELMIVEVGL]EWJSPPS[W

c)

7MXIWSJ)YVSTIERMRXIVIWX8LIWMXIEX&EKQIVIMWEGSQTSRIRX7MXISJ7TIGMEP7GMIRXM½G-RXIVIWX
(SSSI) in the Midland Meres and Mosses Phase 1 Ramsar.
Sites of national interest known as SSSI’s are strictly protected from development by legislation
and Natural England. Sites at the Dane Valley and Bagmere are within Brereton.The site at
Bagmere is a component SSSI in the Midland Meres and Mosses Phase 1 Ramsar site which f
further enhances its status.
Sites of regional, Cheshire East or local importance: these include sites of biological
importance, Local Nature Reserves and designations of local value including wildlife
corridors. Brereton sites include the Croco Valley, Bagmere and Brereton Heath Local
Nature Reserve.

3. The boundaries for all sites protected for their nature conservation interest are shown on the
Proposals Map and various settlement inset maps for the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review
and its Saved Policies NR1 to NR4. The Submission version of the Local Plan states that Saved
Policies NR1, NR2 and NR4 are proposed to be deleted as they would be superseded by policy SE
3. However, Policy SE 3 of the Submission version of the Local Plan is a Borough-wide policy for
FMSHMZIVWMX]ERHKISHMZIVWMX]4SPMG])2:SJXLMW2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERMWWTIGM½GXSXLI&VIVIXSR
area, and is based on evidence in the report from Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton. It is
considered these matters are in general conformity with the NPPF and existing and emerging Local
Plan policies.
4. During Pre-Submission consultation comments on the Plan were received from Natural England.
2EXYVEP )RKPERH EGORS[PIHKI ERH EPWS GSR½VQ XLI MRXIVREXMSREP ERH REXMSREP WXEXYW SJ WSQI
WMXIW[MXLMRXLI4EVMWLMRXIVQWSJXLIMVWMKRM½GERGIJSVMRXIVIWXWSJREXYVIGSRWIVZEXMSR2EXYVEP
England strongly recommended that Policy ENV04 Nature Conservation of the Plan is not limited
to development within designated sites and should extend protection to development adjacent
to, and within proximity to, designated sites that may damage the features for which the site is
HIWMKREXIH;MXL XLMW I\XIRWMSR SJ TVSXIGXMSR 2EXYVEP )RKPERH [SYPH FI WEXMW½IH XLEX MR WS JEV
as their strategic environmental interests (including but not limited to statutory designated sites,
landscapes and protected species, geology and soils) are concerned, that there are unlikely to be
WMKRM½GERXIRZMVSRQIRXEPIJJIGXWJVSQXLITVSTSWIH4PER2EXYVEP)RKPERH[SYPHFIGSRWYPXIHF]
Cheshire East Council as the Local Planning Authority on any development adjacent to or within
proximity of the Bagmere SSSI. Their views would be taken into account in the consideration of any
planning application for built development proposals.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SE 4, SE 5,
SD/B07: NR1, NR2, NR4

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A11

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07,
SD/B13, SD/B21
SD/C16

Neighbourhood Documents
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POLICY ENV04 BIODIVERSITY & GEODIVERSITY

Supporting Evidence References

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SE 3, SE 4
SD/B07: NR1, NR2, NR3, NR4, NR5

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A11, SD/A15

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13,SD/B21,
SD/B22

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02, SD/C16

1. The proposed Cheshire East Local Plan Policy SE 3 provides protection for areas of high biodiversity
value, which will cover the Ramsar site, Local Nature Reserve and Site of Biological Importance,
%VIE SJ %RGMIRX [SSHPERH ERH 7MXI SJ 7TIGMEP 7GMIRXM½G -RXIVIWX8LI TSPMG] EPWS WXEXIW XLEX
³HIZIPSTQIRXTVSTSWEPWXLEXEVIPMOIP]XSLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSRERSRHIWMKREXIHEWWIXSV
WMXIZEPYIHF]XLIPSGEPGSQQYRMX]MHIRXM½IHMRE2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERSVXLI7MXI%PPSGEXMSRWERH
Development Management Policies documents will only be permitted where suitable mitigation
ERHSVGSQTIRWEXMSRMWTVSZMHIH´8LMWTVSZMHIWERYQFVIPPETSPMG]JSVMHIRXM½GEXMSRSJEWMXIMR
the Neighbourhood Plan. Proposed Policy SE 5 Trees, Hedgerows and Woodland in Cheshire East
Local Plan provides protection for woodland areas, Policy SE 6 Green Infrastructure provides
protection for ‘green infrastructure’ which includes all of these elements.
2. These policies will replace the following Saved Policies in the Congleton Borough Local Plan First
Review: NR1 Trees and Woodlands, Wildlife and Nature Conservation policies NR2 Statutory
Sites, and NR4. Policies NR3 and NR5 are to be retained for the time being although it is possible
these may be replaced in due course by other policies in Part 2 of the Cheshire East Local Plan.
3. There is strong support within the local community for a policy which seeks to recognise the
diversity of local sites of nature conservation at whatever scale they are recognised as being
important.
4. During Pre-Submission consultation comments on the Plan were received from Natural England.
2EXYVEP )RKPERH EGORS[PIHKI ERH EPWS GSR½VQ XLI MRXIVREXMSREP ERH REXMSREP WXEXYW SJ WSQI
WMXIW[MXLMRXLI4EVMWLMRXIVQWSJXLIMVWMKRM½GERGIJSVMRXIVIWXWSJREXYVIGSRWIVZEXMSR2EXYVEP
England broadly support the positive emphasis of this section of the Plan, particularly the support
for conservation, management and enhancement of local biodiversity and geodiversity in policy
ENV05. Additional criterion in ENV05 is included regarding the protection and enhancement of
surface and ground water quality to comply with the Water Framework Directive (SD/A15) in
ensuring that development adjacent to, and within proximity to, designated sites does not cause
deterioration in the status of inland waters.
5. Natural England provide standing advice for developers and other interested parties concerning
many types of protected species. Potential developers are encouraged to refer to this standing
advice to make sure they stay within the law when considering any development proposal which
may affect protected species. Further information and advice on these matters is available from
Natural England the Cheshire East Council.

POLICY ENV05 DEVELOPMENT & LANDSCAPE

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. As part of the evidence base for the Neighbourhood Plan, the Parish Council commissioned
a Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton. The report published in November 2014
contained a detailed analysis of the landscape character of the parish using the existing levels of
analysis undertaken at a wider spatial scale and their own assessment of eight distinct Landscape
Description Units (LDUs). Many recommendations were made based on the assessment of these
units. The assessment now provides an appropriate evidence base against which all planning
applications for the Brereton area, which are likely to have any impact on the landscape can be
considered. Planning decisions can be made in their proper context of landscape quality and value.
This policy summarises the recommendations from the Landscape Character Assessment for
Brereton report for the assessment of development proposals against the landscape vision for the
area.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, SE 4

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16
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POLICY ENV06 RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

POLICY ENV07 LISTED BUILDINGS IMPROVEMENTS AND ENHANCEMENTS

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

1. Outdoor sport and recreation facilities are an important aspect of life in Brereton for both
residents and visitors alike. The parish has a wide range of formal and informal, public and
TVMZEXIJEGMPMXMIW[LMGLFIRI½XJVSQXLIGSYRXV]WMHIPSGEXMSRERHEGGIWWXSEHNSMRMRKXS[RWERH
settlements.The Plan seeks to achieve two objectives in respect of outdoor recreation: to protect
existing facilities from inappropriate development which would threaten the existing facility and
to support enhancement and improvement to existing facilities.

1. Brereton has an important history and heritage which is recognised in the variety and type of Listed
Buildings within a relatively small rural Parish area. The Saved Policies of the Congleton Borough
Plan First Review provide a comprehensive range of policies concerning the heritage assets at
Cheshire East Council level and the majority of these are proposed to be saved in the Submission
version of the Local Plan. The approach of the Neighbourhood Plan is to recognise and support
this intent, but also to recognise that national guidance concerning the heritage now postdates the
publication of the Congleton Local Plan in 2005. Furthermore, there is no guarantee at the time
of preparing this Plan that the Submission version of the Local Plan will be adopted quickly. Given
XLIWMKRM½GERGISJXLILIVMXEKISJ0MWXIH&YMPHMRKWJSVXLI&VIVIXSREVIEXLIVIQE]FIETSWWMFPI
local policy gap in the protection and enhancement of the Listed Buildings within the parish. This
would not be in the interests of the local community who value their historic environment, or
of building owners or prospective purchasers wishing to make investment decisions. The need to
provide clear local guidance is therefore included in the Plan.

2. Within the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review, there are a range of policies concerning
recreation and community facilities. Whilst some of these are to be retained as Saved Policies in
the submitted version of the Cheshire East Local Plan, one of the main policies concerned with
the provision of new facilities, Saved Policy RC1, is proposed to be deleted. Instead, Cheshire
East Council refers to a range of emerging policies as potential replacement-policy guidance. It is
considered that these proposed new policies are at strategic level and that policy ENV06 of the
Neighbourhood Plan is required to provide some continuity in securing the retention of existing
outdoor recreational facilities within the Brereton area.

Supporting Evidence References

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SE 7

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A11

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13, SD/B21,
SD/B22
SD/C16, SD/C24

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

SC 1, SC 3, SD 2, SE 3, PG 5,
SD/B07: RC1

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A11

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13, SD/B21,
SD/B22

Neighbourhood Documents

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16

POLICY ENV08 LISTED BUILDINGS CHANGES OF USE

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. Refer to Policy ENV07 for all details.
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POLICY ENV09 HERITAGE ASSETS AND THEIR SETTING

Supporting Evidence References

-XVWL¼FDWLRQDQG(YLGHQFH

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

 8LIVIEVIWMKRM½GERXLIVMXEKIEWWIXW[MXLMRXLI4EVMWL[LMGLEVIVI¾IGXIHMRI\MWXMRKERHIQIVKMRKTPERRMRK
policies at a national and Borough level. The NPPF provides the context for heritage planning at Borough
and Neighbourhood level.The NPPF makes it clear that the setting of a heritage asset is the surroundings
in which a heritage asset is experienced. In the case of Brereton, many of the listed buildings have to be
seen in their landscape and wider context.

SE 7
SD/B07: BH1, BH2, BH3, BH4, BH5, BH7, BH8, BH9,
BH10, BH11, BH13, BH15

UK Documents

SD/A14

2. In responding to consultation on the Plan, Historic England have recommended that the Plan might
MRGPYHIEWTIGM½GTSPMG]XSTVSXIGXERHIRLERGIMQTSVXERXEWTIGXWSJXLIWIXXMRKSJXLIPMWXIHFYMPHMRKW
and park and gardens as local heritage assets. Any proposed development likely to affect the setting of
the heritage assets should therefore be considered in terms of the historic landscape and a views analysis.
To provide guidance to all parties, Historic England has recently published its latest practice advice to
ensure some consistency in assessing the setting of listed building as a part of the formal consideration
of development proposals. That document is “Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning
Note 3:The Setting of Heritage Assets” published in March 2015 (SD/A14).The inclusion of policy ENV10
XLIVIJSVIVI¾IGXW
a)
current and recent advice from Historic England in terms of compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework
b)
Historic England’s response to consultation on the Plan
c)
detailed guidance to applicants for development which may have some effect on the setting
of listed buildings and the park and garden within the Parish.
3. In terms of other policies for heritage, there are 12 policies (BH1, BH2, BH3, BH4, BH5, BH7, BH8, BH9,
BH10, BH11, BH13, BH15) in the Congleton Borough Local Plan concerning the Built Environment and
Heritage. The Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy seeks to retain all bar one of these and to replace that
with a new policy of its own (SE 7). The proposed deleted policy concerns opportunities for local listing
of buildings. The submitted Local Plan policy SE 7 is appropriate and does not need to be duplicated in
the Neighbourhood Plan. There are no buildings in Brereton on the Cheshire East List of Local Listed
Buildings. It is considered that the introduction of new policy ENV10 combined with the NPPF, saved
policies of the Congleton Borough Local Plan, new policy SE 7 of the submitted Cheshire East Local Plan
ERHSXLIVTSPMGMIWERHIZMHIRGIWYTTSVXMRKXLMW4PEREVITVSTSVXMSREXIXSXLIWMKRM½GERGISJLIVMXEKI
assets within Brereton.

Cheshire East Documents
Neighbourhood Documents

POLICY ENV10 CONSERVATION AND SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF SOILS

-XVWL¼FDWLRQDQG(YLGHQFH
1. Brereton is a predominantly rural area in which farming and other uses of the land are a major
determinant of land usage within the Parish. The conservation and sustainable management of
WSMPWMWVI¾IGXIHMRXLI244*TEVXMGYPEVP]MRTEVEKVETLWERH;LIRHIGMWMSRWEVIXSFI
made concerning land use change, particular care over planned changes to the most potentially
productive soil is needed. This is needed for the ecosystem services it supports including its role
MREKVMGYPXYVIERHJSSHTVSHYGXMSR8LMWRI[TSPMG]LEWFIIRMRXVSHYGIHMRXSXLI4PERXSVI¾IGX
both the national policy (as set out in the NPPF) and in response to the consultation response
from Natural England who have recommended policies given the importance of understanding
agricultural land quality within the plan area and to safeguard ‘best and most versatile’ agricultural
land in line with paragraph 112 of the NPPF.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

PG 1, PG 2, PG 5, SE 4

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07, SD/A08, SD/A15

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B02, SD/B03, SD/B07, SD/B13

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C16
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Transport and Infrastructure

POLICY TRA02 IMPROVEMENTS TO LOCAL SUSTAINABLE FORMS OF TRANSPORT

POLICY TRA01 TRANSPORT IMPLICATIONS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. At a national level, the NPPF notes the importance of transport in delivering sustainable
development as well as contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives. Brereton is
connected by the local major roads which allow good access to national and regional strategic
highway network. This accessibility aids long distance commuting patterns allowing convenient
travel to wider business destinations for those working from home. However, national policy seeks
to reduce car use and adopt more sustainable travel habits.
2. The policies within the Connectivity chapter of the submitted version of the Cheshire East Local
Plan seek to redress any existing shortfalls in infrastructure and improvements in connectivity
in order to support economic growth, whilst at the same time changing the need for travel and
the way people travel through promotion of new and sustainable options. It is towards the latter
objectives that this Neighbourhood Plan policy addresses.
3. A number of Saved Policies from Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review are relevant including:
GR11 Development involving New Roads and other Transportation Projects, Policy GR14 cycling
measures, GR15 pedestrian measures GR16 Footpath, Bridleway and Cycleway networks and
+68VEJ½G+IRIVEXMSR
4. There is strong support in local community surveys for improvements to existing local
transport options. If residents and visitors are to be offered a genuine alternative to the private
car, opportunities need to be taken as development applications arise throughout the parish to
MQTVSZIXLSWIPSGEPGLSMGIW8LMWWLSYPHPIEHXSMQTVSZIQIRXMRXVEJ½GWEJIX]ERHMRXLIPSRKIV
term to an improvement in healthier choices of travel.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

CO 1,
SD/B07: GR11, GR14, GR15, GR16, GR19

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B07, SD/B22, SD/B23

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02

1. The NPPF looks for our transport infrastructure to be more balanced towards sustainable
QSHIWSJXVERWTSVX XSKIXLIV[MXLTYFPMGXVERWTSVX 8LIFIRI½XW[MPPMRGPYHIMQTVSZIQIRXWMR
WYWXEMREFMPMX]VIHYGXMSRWMRGEVFSRIQMWWMSRWERHLIEPXLFIRI½XW8LIVIPIZERXWYFQMXXIH'LIWLMVI
East Local Plan policies for Connectivity, particularly CO 1, endorse and support this national
guidance at a Cheshire East level.
2. The relevant Saved Policies of the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review are: GR9 Accessibility,
Servicing and Parking Provision, GR13 Public Transport Measures, GR14 Cycling Measures, GR15
Pedestrian Measures and GR16 Footpath, Bridleway and Cycleway Networks. These policies
provide for access and connectivity to new residential developments.These policies will all remain
in place until such time as the Cheshire East Local Plan Part 2 is adopted. Similar policies are likely
to be included in the Part 2 Local Plan. The Neighbourhood Plan policy aims to make transport
and travel within and around the Brereton area more sustainable.
3. Improved access and connectivity have been strongly supported in the community surveys with
high proportions of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing that adequate infrastructure
including suitable access to local facilities via footpaths and cycleways should be a requirement
before planning permission is granted.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

CO 1,
SD/B07: GR9, GR13, GR14, GR15, GR16

UK Documents

SD/A06, SD/A07

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B01, SD/B07, SD/B22, SD/B23

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C02
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POLICY TRA03 COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE

NOTE: IMPROVEMENTS TO ROAD SAFETY ON LOCAL ROADS

-XVWL¼FDWLRQ (YLGHQFH
1. The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a national scheme which allows local planning
authorities to set local charges for new development to fund the provision of infrastructure. In the
Submission version of the Local Plan, the section on infrastructure sets out the intentions to develop
a Charging Schedule for CIL following the approval of the Local Plan. In addition, policies IN 1 and
IN 2 establish a framework for the delivery of infrastructure within which developer contributions
would be applied. An Infrastructure Delivery Plan has also been prepared to demonstrate what
strategic infrastructure is required to support the development proposed in the Local Plan. Money
raised by CIL can be used to support development by funding infrastructure that the council, local
community and neighbourhoods want. The proceeds would be paid directly to parish and town
councils and can be used to back the community’s priorities. Within Neighbourhood Plan areas
which secure the consent of local people in the referendum, 25 per cent of the revenues from the
Community Infrastructure Levy arising from the development that they choose to accept would
be made available. This policy sets out the priorities for spending CIL within Brereton Parish.
2. Planning agreements under section 106 of the Planning Act are intended to mitigate the impact
of development on local communities. For all development schemes with a local impact, Cheshire
East Council would normally negotiate with the developer a package of measures to limit the
impacts on the local environment and residents. This policy provides Cheshire East with guidance
as to the priorities for funding within the parish of Brereton of such monies as may arise.

1. Brereton Parish experiences road safety issues arising from the rural nature of the area combined
with the speed of vehicles along the principle roads within the area. These roads also provide
access to local facilities and more residential parts of the local area. There is local concern for all
road users, not only for those moving at slow speed but also those moving at a more leisurely
speed by whatever means because they live locally or are visiting some of the many facilities within
XLITEVMWL-XMWEGORS[PIHKIHXLEXQSVIWTIGM½GIZMHIRGIQE]FIVIUYMVIHXSNYWXMJ]ERHXLIR
MQTPIQIRXQIEWYVIWXSQMXMKEXIXLIWTIIHERH¾S[SJXLVSYKLXVEJ½G8LMWRSXIMWMRXIRHIHXS
provide some priority to investigating the scope for any road safety measures which may then be
pursued on an individual scheme basis.
2. A range of road safety improvements will be sought over the plan period.
3. Priority will be given to road safety situations where pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders and other
slow moving vehicles in this rural area have to use and cross busy and/or fast moving roads and
[LIVIXVEJ½GWTIIHWEVILMKL
4. Priority will be given to the following areas which are a cause of concern for safety to all road
users:
a)
Junctions from local roads to/from the A50 and A54
b)
Junctions to/from roads serving the local community facilities such as Brereton Primary School.

Supporting Evidence References
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies

IN1, IN2

UK Documents

SD/A12

Cheshire East Documents

SD/B26

Neighbourhood Documents

SD/C22
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Appendix B - Supporting Documents
PRE-SUBMISSION SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
This section lists key information sources used to evidence, support and inform the
Neighbourhood Plan. The term ‘information’ includes but is not restricted to UK and EU
legislation and regulations, Local Development Frameworks, Local Plans, data, maps, policies,
plans, guides, and consultation documents.

SD/A09

UK

McDonald, N and Williams, P.
 3ODQQLQJIRU+RXVLQJLQ
England, RTPI

2014

PDF

Evidence entries are categorised by source as follows:

SD/A10

UK

The Government Policy and
Tourism Planning Guidance

2011

Web page Visit England

http://www.visitengland.org/england-tourism-industry/gov_tourism_policy/Govt-tourism-policy.
aspx

SD/A11

UK

Natural Environment White
Paper “The Natural Choice:
Securing the Value of Nature”

2011

Web page DEFRA

https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachQIRXCHEXE½PITHJ

PDF

UK Legislation
HMSO

http://www.legislation.gov.
uk/uksi/2010/948/pdfs/
uksi_20100948_en.pdf

Ref.

Cat.

Document

Date

Format

Source
RTPI

Link (if available online)
http://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/819060/rtpi_research_reSRUWBBSODQQLQJBIRUBKRXVLQJBLQB
HQJODQGBBMDQXDU\BSGI

Reference

Category

Included Sources

SD/Axx

UK

UK Government, National, and European Union

SD/Bxx

CE

Cheshire East, Local Planning Authority, and Regional

SD/A12

UK

The Community Infrastructure
Levy Regulations

2010

SD/Cxx

NA

Neighbourhood Area

SD/A13

UK

Planning Policy for Traveller
Sites

2012

DCLG

SD/Dxx

OT

Other

https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachQIRXCHEXE½PITHJ

SD/A14

UK

Historic Environment Good
Practice Advice in Planning
Note 3 – The Setting of Heritage Assets

Mar. 2015

Historic
England

https://content.historicengland.
org.uk/images-books/publications/
gpa3-setting-of-heritage-assets/
gpa3.pdf/

SD/A15

UK

The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2003

Dec. 2003 PDF

UK Legislation
HMSO

http://www.legislation.gov.
uk/uksi/2003/3242/pdfs/
uksi_20033242_en.pdf

SD/A16

UK

The Water Environment (Water Framework Directive)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2003

Jun. 2012

PDF

UK Legislation
HMSO

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
XNGVLSGIV
XNGVLBBHQSGI

SD/B01

CE

Cheshire East Local Plan
Strategy
CEC Ref=SD001
Submission version and supporting documents

Mar. 2014

Web page Cheshire
and PDF
East Council
Local Plan
Examination
Library

PRE-SUBMISSION SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Ref.

Cat.

Document

SD/A01

UK

SEA Directive 2001/42/EC

SD/A02

UK

SD/A03

Date
2001

Format

Source

Link (if available online)

Web page European
Commission

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/
eia/sea-legalcontext.htm

Town and Country Planning Act 1990
1990, as applied to neighbourhood plans by more recent
legislation and guidance

Web page UK Legislation
HMSO

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/1990/8/contents

UK

Localism Act

2011

Web page UK Legislation
HMSO

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/2011/20/contents

SD/A04

UK

A Plain Guide to the Localism
Act

Nov. 2011 PDF

SD/A05

UK

2012
The Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012, and
its amendments

Web page UK Legislation
HMSO

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
uksi/2012/637/contents/made

SD/A06

UK

National Planning Policy Framework

Mar. 2013

PDF

DCLG

https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachPHQWBGDWDÀOHSGI

SD/A07

UK

Technical Guidance to the
National Planning Practice

Mar. 2013

PDF

DCLG

https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachPHQWBGDWDÀOHSGI

DCLG

https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachQIRXCHEXE½PITHJ
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PRE-SUBMISSION SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Ref.
SD/B02

Cat.
CE

Document

Date

Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy Policies:
IN 1 Infrastructure
IN 2 Developer Contributions
PG 1 Overall Development Strategy
PG 2 Settlement Hierarchy
PG 5 Open Countryside
PG 6 Spatial Distribution of Development
SC 1 Leisure and Recreation
SC 3 Health and Wellbeing
SC 4 Residential mix
SC 5 Affordable Homes
SC 6 Rural Exceptions Housing for Rural
Needs
SC7 Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling
show people
SD 1 Sustainable Development in Cheshire East
SD 2 Sustainable Development Principles
SD1 Sustainable Development in Cheshire East
SD2 Sustainable Development Principles
SE 1 Design
SE 4 The Landscape
SE 8 Renewable and Low Carbon Energy

Mar.
2014

Format

Source
Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination Library

PRE-SUBMISSION SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Link (if available
online)
http://cheshireeast-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/
planning/cs/library

SD/B03

CE

Cheshire East Council Local Plan Annual
Monitoring Reports

Various

Web page and Cheshire East
PDF
Council Local
Plan Examination Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/
planning/cs/library

SD/B04

CE

Cheshire East Council Strategic Housing
Market Assessment
&(&5HI %(
&(&5HI %(

2013
2010

Web page
and PDF

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/
planning/cs/library

SD/B05

CE

Cheshire East Council Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment Report and
area maps for adjoining towns
CEC Ref=BE005

Feb.
2013

Web page
and PDF

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/
planning/cs/library

SD/B06

CE

Cheshire East Council Internal Migration Statistics – Origin and Destination
Statistics
CEC Ref=PS B018

Aug.
2014

Web page
and PDF

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/
planning/cs/library

Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review (2005), including Saved Policies

2005

Web page

Cheshire East
Council Spatial
Planning Saved
and Other
Policies

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/
saved_and_other_policies/congleton_local_plan.aspx

Cheshire East
Council Spatial
Planning Supplementary

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/planning/spatial_planning/
cheshire_east_local_
plan/supplementary_plan_documents/
sustainable_development.aspx

SD/B07

SD/B08

CE

CE

SPG Sustainable Development (2005)

2005

Web page

Ref.

Cat.

Document

Date

Format

Source

Link (if available online)

SD/B09

CE

/DQGVFDSH$VVHVVPHQWRI&RQgleton Borough (1999)
$SSHQGL[$RIWKH&RQJOHWRQ
Borough Council Local Plan –
First Review 2005

1999

SD/B11

CE

Cheshire Historic Landscape
Assessment (2008)
CEC Ref=BE 138

2008

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination
Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/library

SD/B12

CE

Cheshire Landscape Character
Assessment (2008)
CEC Ref=BE 019 B

Nov. 2008

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination
Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/library

SD/B13

CE

Cheshire Landscape Character
Assessment Maps
CEC Ref=BE 019 A

Nov. 2008

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination
Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/library

SD/B14

CE

Examination of Cheshire East
Local Plan Strategy - Examiners
Interim Report on the Soundness and Legal Compliance of
the Submitted Local Plan Strategy CEC Ref=PS A017b

Nov. 2014

Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination
Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/library

SD/B15

CE

Cheshire County Structure Plan Mar. 2006

Web page Cheshire East
Council Spatial
Planning Saved
and Other
Policies

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/planning/spatial_planning/
saved_and_other_policies/
cheshire_structure_plan.aspx

SD/B16

CE

Cheshire Replacement Waste
Plan

Jul. 2007

Web page Cheshire East
Council Spatial
Planning Saved
and Other
Policies

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/planning/spatial_planning/
saved_and_other_policies/
cheshire_waste_local_plan.
aspx

SD/B17

CE

Cheshire Minerals Plan

1999

Web page Cheshire East
Council

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/planning/spatial_planning/
saved_and_other_policies/
cheshire_minerals_local_plan.
aspx

SD/B18

CE

Cheshire East Indoor Leisure
Facilities Development Statement

Sep. 2013

Web page Cheshire
East Council
Spatial Planning
Research &
Evidence

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/planning/spatial_planning/
research_and_evidence.aspx

SD/B19

CE

Cheshire East Council - Determining the Settlement Hierarchy LDF Background report

2010

Web page Cheshire
East Council
Spatial Planning
Research &
Evidence

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/planning/spatial_planning/
research_and_evidence/settlement_hierarchy_study.aspx
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Ref.

Cat.

Document

Date

Format

Source

PRE-SUBMISSION SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

Link (if available online)

Ref.
SD/C09

N/A

Consultation 3 - Brereton Rural
Housing Needs Survey

Aug. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C10

N/A

Consultation 3 - Brereton Rural
Housing Needs Report

Sep. 2013

PDF

Cheshire East
Council

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C11

N/A

Consultation 4 - NP Vision & Objectives Option Proposals Survey

Jan. 2014

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C12

N/A

Consultation 4 - NP Vision & Objectives Option Proposals Survey
Analysis Report

May 2014

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/B21

CE

Cheshire East Contribution to
Biodiversity

N/A

Web page Cheshire East
Council

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/environment/heritage_natural_environment/nature_
conservation/biodiversity.aspx

SD/B22

CE

Cheshire East – Habitats
Regulations Assessment of the
Local Plan:
CEC Ref=SD 004 Final report
CEC Ref=SD 005 Summary
report

Feb. 2014

Web page Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination
Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/library

Cat.

Document

Date

Format

Source

Link (if available
online)

SD/B23

CE

Cheshire East Local Transport
Plan – Implementation Plan
2011-15

2011

Web page Cheshire East
Council Public
Transport

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/public_transport/local_
transport_plan.aspx

SD/B24

CE

Cheshire East Local Transport
Plan – Implementation Plan
2011-15

2011

Web page Cheshire East
Council Public
Transport

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/public_transport/local_
transport_plan.aspx

SD/C13

N/A

6YVEP'SQQYRMX]4VS½PIJSV
Brereton Parish ONS 2001

Jan. 2012

PDF

Cheshire Community Action /
ACRE /OCSI

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/B25

CE

Cheshire East Supplementary
Planning Guidance

Various

Web page Cheshire East
Council Spatial
Planning Saved
and Other
Policies

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.
uk/planning/spatial_planning/
saved_and_other_policies/
additional_planning_policies/
supplementary_plan_guidance.
aspx

SD/C14

N/A

6YVEP'SQQYRMX]4VS½PIJSV
Brereton Parish ONS 2011

Jul. 2013

PDF

Cheshire Community Action /
ACRE /OCSI

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C15

N/A

Cheshire East Council Extant
Planning Permissions

Nov. 2015 PDF

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

Web page Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Examination
Library

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/library

Derived from
Cheshire East
Council data &
Planning Application portal

SD/C16

N/A

URS Landscape Character Assessment for Brereton (2014)

Oct. 2014

PDF

URS, commissioned
by Brereton
Neighbourhood
Development
Plan

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C17

N/A

Housing Needs Advice for Brereton (2014)

Dec. 2014 PDF

URS, commissioned by
Brereton Parish
Council

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C18

N/A

Housing Needs Supply Evidence
for Brereton (2015)

Feb. 2015

PDF

AECOM, commissioned by
Brereton Parish
Council

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C19

N/A

Brereton Designated Neighbourhood Area Decision Notice

Jul. 2013

PDF

Cheshire East
Council
Neighbourhood
Planning

http://cheshireeast-consult.limehouse.co.uk/
portal/planning/np/brereXSR#XEF!½PIW

SD/C20

N/A

Neighbourhood Plan Settlement
Boundaries
a. Settlement Boundary Brereton
Heath

PDF

Derived form
Congleton Borough Council
Local Plan First
Review (2005)
and recent
Cheshire East
Planning permissions

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/B26

CE

Infrastructure Delivery Plan
CEC Ref-SD 012

Mar.
2014

SD/B27

CE

Cabinet Report on the Local
Plan Strategy, 21st July

Jul. 2015

Web page Cheshire East
Council Local
Plan Strategy
Hearing Session

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.co.uk/portal/planning/cs/hs/cabinet

SD/C01

N/A

Consultation 0 - NP Support
Survey

Sep. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C02

N/A

Consultation 0 - NP Support
Survey Report

Oct. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C03

N/A

Consultation 1 - NP Identify
Issues Survey

Mar. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C04

N/A

Consultation 1 - NP Identify
Issues Survey -Businesses

Apr. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C05

NA/

Consultation 1 - NP Identify
Issues Survey - Youth

May 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C06

N/A

Consultation 1 - NP Identify
Issues Survey Analysis Report

Jul. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C07

N/A

Consultation 2 - NP Vision &
Objectives Response Form

Jul. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C08

N/A

Consultation 2 - NP Vision
& Objectives Data Analysis
Report

Jul. 2013

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

Jan. 2016
Jan. 2016

b. Settlement Boundary Brereton
Green
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Ref.

SD/C21

SD/C22

SD/C23

SD/C24

SD/C25

Cat.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Document

Date

Existing Recreation and Open Spaces
a. Recreation and Open Spaces Listing

Jan. 2016

b. Recreation and Open Spaces Map

Jan. 2016

Existing Community Facilities
a. Community Facilities Listing

Jan. 2016

b. Community Facilities Map

Jan. 2016

Landscape Values

Jan. 2016

Format

PDF

Brereton Listed Buildings
a. Listed Buildings Listing

Jul. 2015

b. Listed Buildings Map

Jul. 2015

Brereton Neighbourhood Area Map

Jul. 2013

Source

Locally produced

PRE-SUBMISSION SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Link (if
available
online)

SD/C50

Cat.
N/A

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

PDF

Locally produced

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

PDF

Extract from SD/
C16

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

PDF

Derived from English Heritage site

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

PDF

Cheshire East
Council
Neighbourhood
Planning

http://cheshireeast-consult.
limehouse.
co.uk/portal/
planning/np/
brereton?tab=½PIW

SD/C26

N/A

Brereton Natural Conservation Interests

Nov. 2015 PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C28

N/A

Sustainability Appraisal

Apr. 2015

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

SD/C29

N/A

Cheshire East Council
a. Brereton NA SEA Screening Opinion
including Habitats Regulations Assessment

Jul. 2015

PDF

Cheshire East
Council

http://www.
breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/

b. Brereton NA SEA Screening
Environmental Designations

Mar.
2015

c. Brereton NA Habitats Regulations

Mar.
2015

Screening HRA Designations

Ref.

Document
Regulation 14 Representations
a. Register of Entries

Date
Jul. 2015

For- Source
mat

Link (if available online)

PDF

Brerehttp://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/
tonNDP

PDF

Brerehttp://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/
tonNDP

May 2015
b. Received Reference Reports
Representations Ref 100 Manual Entry.pdf
Representations Ref 113.pdf
Representations Ref 114.pdf
Representations Ref 117.pdf
Representations Ref 121.pdf
Representations Ref 168.pdf
Representations Ref 169.pdf
Representations Ref 181.pdf
Representations Ref 182.pdf
SD/C50
Cont.

SD/C51

Representations Ref 183.pdf
Representations Ref 184.pdf
Representations Ref 185-0.pdf
Representations Ref 185-1.pdf
Representations Ref 185-2.pdf
Representations Ref 186-0.pdf
Representations Ref 186-1.pdf
Representations Ref 186-2.pdf
Representations Ref 186-3.pdf
Representations Ref 186-4.pdf
Representations Ref 187.pdf

N/A

c. Response Reference Reports

Jul. 2015

6IKYPEXMSR2SXM½GEXMSR
E2SXM½GEXMSR

Apr. 2015

b. Representation form

Apr. 2015

SD/C55

N/A

Brereton Parish in Context of
Cheshire East

Apr. 2015

PDF

Brerehttp://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/
tonNDP

SD/C57

N/A

Brereton Parish in Context of
Local Service Centres

Apr. 2015

PDF

Brerehttp://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/
tonNDP

SD/C70

N/A

Pre-Submission to Submission
Change Log

Jul. 2015

PDF

Brerehttp://www.breretonparishcouncil.org.uk/
tonNDP
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Ref.

Cat.

Document

Date

Format

Source

Link (if available online)

SD/C71

N/A

Consultation Statement

Jul. 2015

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.
org.uk/

SD/C72

N/A

Consultation Communications

Jul. 2015

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.
org.uk

SD/C73

N/A

Basic Conditions Statement
a. Brereton Parish Council Statement
b. AECOM Report

Jul. 2015

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.
org.uk

SD/C74

N/A

Cabinet Report on the Local Plan Strategy,
21st July: Brereton NP Submission Impact
Statement

Jul. 2015

Web site

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.
org.uk

SD/C80

N/A

Regulation 16 Consultation Reports Part 1
Part 2

Sep. 2015

Web site

Cheshire East
Council Neighbourhood Planning

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/
planning/neighbourhood_plans/
brereton-neighbourhood-plan.aspx

SD/C81

N/A

Regulation 17 Examination Notice of
Examination Hearing Examiners Hearing
letter Hearing Statements

Oct. 2015

Web site

Cheshire East
Council Neighbourhood Planning

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/
planning/neighbourhood_plans/
brereton-neighbourhood-plan.aspx

SD/C82

N/A

Regulation 18 Publication of Examiners
Report Copy of Examiners Report Decision
Proposal

Dec. 2015 Website

Cheshire East
Council Neighbourhood Planning

http://www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/
planning/neighbourhood_plans/
brereton-neighbourhood-plan.aspx

SD/C83

N/A

Submission to Referendum Changes Log

Jan. 2016

PDF

BreretonNDP

http://www.breretonparishcouncil.
org.uk/

SD/D01

OTHER

CPRE - How to shape where you live: a
guide to neighbourhood planning

Jan. 2012

PDF

CPRE

http://www.cpre.org.uk/resources/
housing-and-planning/planning/item
/2689-how-to-shape-where-you-liv
e-a-guide-to-neighbourhood-planning?highlight=WyJzaGFwZSIsIndoZXJlIiwieW91Iiwic2hhcGUgd2hlcmUiLCJzaGFwZSB3aGVyZSB5b3UiLCJ3aGVyZSB5b3UiXQ==

SD/D02

OTHER

Locality - Neighbourhood Plans Roadmap
Guide

Locality

http://locality.org.uk/resources/neighbourhood-planning-roadmap-guide/
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C20a Settlement Boundary - Brereton Heath
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C20b Settlement Boundary - Brereton Green
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C21 Existing Recreation & Open Spaces
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C22 Existing Community Facilities
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C23 Landscape Values
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C24 Listed Buildings
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C25 Brereton Neighbourhood Area
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C26 Brereton Natural Conservation Interests Map
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Appendix D - Glossary
Affordable Housing

Amenity

Assets of Community
Value
Biodiversity Action
Plan
Borough Council
%URZQ¼HOG/DQG
and sites
Building for Life

Social rented, affordable rented and intermediate housing, provided to eligible households
whose needs are not met by the market. Eligibility is determined with regard to local incomes
and local house prices. Affordable housing should include provisions to remain at an
affordable price for future eligible households or for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative
affordable housing provision.
A positive element or elements that contribute to the overall character or enjoyment of an
area. For example, open land, trees, historic buildings and the inter-relationship between them,
or less tangible factors such as tranquillity.
%WHI½RIHMRXLI%WWIXWSJ'SQQYRMX]:EPYI )RKPERH 6IKYPEXMSRW

An action plan which is part of a national and international programme of actions outlining
the activity needed to protect an area’s most important and at-risk wildlife species and habitats.
Cheshire East Council.
Previously developed land that is or was occupied by a permanent structure,
MRGPYHMRKXLIGYVXMPEKISJXLIHIZIPSTIHPERHERHER]EWWSGMEXIH½\IHWYVJEGIMRJVEWXVYGXYVI
The industry standard endorsed by government for designing new homes in England,
based on 12 key criteria.
CEC
Cheshire East Council.
DCLG
The Department of Communities and Local Government.
Development Plan
8LMWMRGPYHIWEHSTXIH0SGEP4PERWERH2IMKLFSYVLSSH4PERWERHMWHI½RIHMR7IGXMSRSJ
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
Geodiversity
The range of rocks, minerals, fossils, soils and landforms.
*UHHQ¼HOG

0ERHSVEHI½RIHWMXIYWYEPP]JEVQPERHXLEXLEWRSXTVIZMSYWP]FIIRHIZIPSTIH
Green Gap
A Green Gap describes an area of land and how that land is used. It is a rural area consisting



SJHMWTIVWIHWQEPPWIXXPIQIRXWVMGLMR¾SVEERHJEYRE[LMGLPMIWFIX[IIRPEVKIWIXXPIQIRXW
keeping them separate from each other. It is an area where diverse trees, plants and wildlife



GER¾SYVMWLXSXLIFIRI½XSJXLIIRZMVSRQIRX-XMWEREVIE[LIVIPERHMWYWIHJSVJEVQMRKXS



TVSZMHIZMXEPJSSHJSVXLIREXMSRERHXSFIRI½XXLIIRZMVSRQIRX-XMWEPIMWYVIEVIEJSV 
activities such as walking, cycling and horse riding not only for the local residents but also for
visitors from nearby large settlements. Residents and visitors can enjoy the open space and
views the area provides.
,Q¼O'HYHORSPHQW 8LI½PPMRKSJEWQEPPKET[MXLSRISVX[SH[IPPMRKWMRERSXLIV[MWIWYFWXERXMEPP]FYMPXYT
frontage.
Listed Building
A building of special architectural or historic interest. Listed buildings are graded I, II or II
with grade I being the highest. Listing includes the interior as well as the exterior of the
building, and includes any buildings or permanent structures within its curtilage which have
formed part of the land since before 1 July 1948. English Heritage is responsible for
designating buildings for listing in England.
Local Plan
The plan for the future development of Cheshire East, drawn up by Cheshire East Council
in consultation with the community. In law this is described as the Development Plan
Documents adopted under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. Current
core strategies or other planning policies, which under the regulations would be considered
to be Development Plan Documents, form part of the Local Plan. Once adopted, the Local
Plan covers the development period 2011 to 2030.
Local Planning
The Local Authority or Council that is empowered by law to exercise planning functions.
Authority (LPA)
In the case of this Neighbourhood Plan the LPA is Cheshire East Council.
Local Plan Strategy
This sets out the overall vision and planning strategy for development in Cheshire East
and contains planning policies to ensure that new development addresses the economic,



IRZMVSRQIRXEPERHWSGMEPRIIHWSJXLIEVIE-XEPWSMHIRXM½IWWXVEXIKMGWMXIWERHWXVEXIKMG 
locations that will accommodate most of the new development needed.

The Brereton Parish Neighbourhood Plan prepared by Brereton Parish Council under the
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
The National Planning Policy Framework
The National Planning Practice Guidance
The organisation Oxford Consultants for Social Inclusion.
The area of Brereton Parish outside the settlement boundaries of the Brereton Parish
Neighbourhood Plan.
Open Space 
%PPWTEGISJTYFPMGZEPYIMRGPYHMRKTYFPMGPERHWGETIHEVIEWTPE]MRK½IPHWTEVOWERHTPE]EVIEW
and areas of water such as rivers, canals, lakes and reservoirs, which may offer opportunities
for sport and recreation or act as a visual amenity and a haven for wildlife.
Parish Council
Brereton Parish Council.
Pre-Submission
The Pre-Submission version of the Brereton Parish Neighbourhood Plan (the Plan).
Regulation 14 of The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012, directs that the
Pre-Submission of the Neighbourhood Plan is used to publicise and consult with people who
live, work or carry on business in the Neighbourhood Area.
Previously Developed Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, including the curtilage of the
Land 

HIZIPSTIHPERHERHER]EWWSGMEXIH½\IHWYVJEGIMRJVEWXVYGXYVI8LMWI\GPYHIWPERHXLEXMW
or has been occupied by agricultural or forestry buildings; land that has been developed for



QMRIVEPWI\XVEGXMSRSV[EWXIHMWTSWEPF]PERH½PPTYVTSWIW[LIVITVSZMWMSRJSVVIWXSVEXMSR
has been made through development control procedures; land in built-up areas such as
private residential gardens, parks, recreation grounds and allotments; and land that



[EWTVIZMSYWP]HIZIPSTIHFYX[LIVIXLIVIQEMRWSJXLITIVQERIRXWXVYGXYVISV½\IHWYVJEGI
structure have blended into the landscape in the process of time.
Rural exception sites
Small sites used for affordable housing in perpetuity where sites would not normally
be used for housing. Rural exception sites seek to address the needs of the local
community by accommodating households who are either current residents or have
an existing family or employment connection.
Saved Policies
Planning policies from the Congleton Borough Local Plan First Review 2005 that remain part
of the statutory Development Plan for Cheshire East and can still be used in determining
planning applications.
Self-Build
Housing built by individuals or groups of individuals for their own use, either by building the
homes themselves or working with builders.
Site of Special
Sites designated by Natural England under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
6FLHQWL¼F,QWHUHVW 666, 
Submission
The Submission version of a plan to the next higher planning authority. In the case of the
Cheshire East Local Plan Strategy, this was done in May 2014 to the DCLG planning inspectorate.
In the case of the Brereton Parish Neighbourhood Plan, this will be to Cheshire East Council
after the Regulation 14 consultation.
Supplementary
Planning Documents
(SPD) 

%0SGEP(IZIPSTQIRX(SGYQIRXXLEXQE]GSZIVEVERKISJMWWYIWXLIQEXMGSVWMXIWTIGM½G
and provides further detail of policies and proposals in a ‘parent’ Development Plan Document.
Sustainable
Development 
%WHI½RIHERHWTIGM½IHMRXLI2EXMSREP4PERRMRK4SPMG]*VEQI[SVO
Wildlife Corridor
Strip of land, for example along a hedgerow, conserved and managed for wildlife, usually
linking more extensive wildlife habitats.
Neighbourhood Plan
(The Plan)
NPPF
NPPG
OCSI
Open Countryside
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Carol Latham, Planning Aid, who has guided the Project Team through the Neighbourhood Planning process with the sponsorship of DCLG.
John Knight, Cheshire Community Action, who has provided planning expertise and consultancy with sponsorship from Cheshire East Council, to help us formulate our policies and
evidence.
Anita Copplestone and Nigel Weir, AECOM (formerly URS), who were commissioned by us to provide planning expertise and consultancy to deliver key evidence base reports.
Imagery of Brereton, reproduced with kind permission of residents Alastair Strang, David Brown, Elizabeth Love.
Sketches of Brereton, reproduced with kind permission of resident Stuart Foster, Dukes Oak Gallery.
The Bears Head, who provided meeting space for the Project Team.
Pre-Submission Report, designed and produced by Katy O’Regan at South Cheshire Print.
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